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I. Introduction:

1. Mission objective: A mission was undertaken to Kampala to coordinate a training program for

National trainers of trainers in the protection of women and children's rights within the Uganda Police

Force. The training of trainers1 program was a result of the technical advisory services provided, on

request, to the Uganda Police Force to assist in building capacity for gender mainstreaming and

protection ofWomen and children's rights.

The opening of the training program was preceded by an official launching of the program,

which was marked by the first meeting of the advisory team. The advisory team meeting, in which

ECA was represented, took place on 8 January 1999 whereas the training took place from 11-21

January. Apart from participating in the advisory group meeting and providing overall technical

coordination of the training program, the Regional Advisor also facilitated and co-facilitated specific

training sessions. (See copies of the minutes of the advisory group meeting and the training report

attached). -

II Specific Activities ;.

2. The Advisory team meeting:

2.1 According to the design of the Capacity Building program, an advisory team made up of

individuals from key institutions involved in the protection of women's and children's rights will sit

every three months to discuss the progress of the program. The advisory team members will also be

expected to provide technical advice to the manager of the program at the Family protection Unit

within the police Force, in order to ensure that the program objectives are translated into reality.

2.2 The Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police, Department f Operations and Assistant

Commissioner of Police, Community Affairs officially launched the Capacity Building program by

officially opening the first advisory group meeting. The members of the advisory group who were

introduced represent the following: The Economic Commission for Africa, UNICEF, The Judiciary,

Ministry of Education, Ministry of Gender, Labor and social Development, Association of Uganda

Women Lawyers (FIDA), and Hope After Rape.

2.3 During the advisory group meeting, the importance of the capacity building program was

emphasized. It was stressed that the high incidence of abuse of women and children's rights

necessitates the enhancement of police skills in protection of women and children. The police

officers reported :hat although criminality among women and children has increased, women

still form the highest percentage of victims. The most significant crimes against women and

children are rape, defilement, assault, and murder.



3. The National Training of Trainers Program

3.1 The Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police and the Assistant Commissioner of Police

opened the training program that took place from 11-21 January. The program officer, childcare and

Protection represented UN1CEF. Ms. Josephine Ouedraogo, the Director of African Center for

Women represented the ECA, which had been officially invited to officiate at the opening by the

Inspector ofPolice, Uganda Police Force.

3.2 The invitation to ECA to officiate at the opening was a formal recognition ofthe role that ECA

has played in providing technical support in the process of developing the overall capacity building

program and in designing the training of trainers' program. In her opening speech, the Director of the

African Center for Women emphasized the role that the police play in protection of women and

children as vulnerable groups. What was unique about the program is that the Uganda Police no

longer treat domestic violence as a private affair, but a public criminal offense. The African Center

would look forward to replicating the strategy in other African countries.

3.3 The Participants: Ten police officers (7 women and 3 men) from different units of the police

(see attached list of participants) attended the training of trainer's workshop. UNICEF provided

funding for all the participants.

3.4 The training team was composed of Ms. H. Tadria, Regional Advisor on Economic

Empowerment of Women, ECA; Ms. Florence Butegwa a private consultant in Human rights, Ms.

Maria Ssemakula, Chairperson FIDA; Ms. Edith Kibalama, Senior Program Officer, FIDA. Ms.

Matilda Makata, Program officer in charge of the children's desk, FIDA. The overall program

coordinator, Ms. Hellen Alyek, Assistant Superintendent of police who was also the training program

manager participated as a trainer. ECA provided funding for the consultants under the special group-

training fund.

3.5 Under the guidance and coordination of the Regional Advisor, the consultants recruited by

ECA developed the program. The training program which had been designed to enhance the skills and

knowledge ofthe trainees and to address attitudes ofthe police regarding women and children's rights,

was divided into three parts (see Trainers of National Trainers workshop report). Part one focussed

on enhancing the participants' knowledge of the rights of women and children, understanding of

gender issues in the Ugandan environment, and on strengthening specialized skills like counseling, and

carrying out investigations in specialized criminal offenses, for example rape and sexual abuse of

children. Part two was designed to enhance the training skills of trainers whereas part three was

designed to give participants an opportunity to practice the training skills acquired.

4. Impact: There are several levels of impact ofthe advisory services provided in this program.

4.1 The immediate impact is that by participating as a facilitator in the actual training, the Regional

Advisor enhanced the capacity ofthe training team especially in handling sessions on gender issues and



training skills as well as end of training evaluation. Secondly, through the technical services provided,

a National training for the Police Force program was designed and has been successfully piloted. As a

result, the Uganda police Force now has a national team often Police officers who are trainers, capable

of designing and delivering training programs, with special emphasis on gender, as well as the

protection ofwomen's and children's rights.

4.2 During the training workshop, participants developed a training program, which they will use

to train the district level police officers as district trainers.

4.3 Another major achievement ofthe training program is that it has enhanced awareness among a

cadre of police officers of the importance of the family protection unit in the Police Force and the

critical role it will have to play in safeguarding women's' and children's rights.

4.4 Long Term impact: During the training, it was clear that the participants have developed

enthusiasm to integrate what they have learnt into their day to day work. Given the commitment ofthe

Uganda police force in developing its national capacity for child and family protection, the training

program provides the base for building this capacity. The long-term objective of the program is to

create a policy and social environment in which women and children's rights will be recognized,

respected and reinforced. Ifthe program maintains the momentum it has started with, there is no doubt

that the overall objective will be achieved. \

In the long term, there will be more awareness and appreciation of the rights of women and

children at the national level. Within the Police Force, there is lifcely to be a major change in the way
the police officers handle cases of abuse ofwomen's and children's rights and ultimately more effective

protection of women and children. In his remarks during the closing session, the Assistant

commissioner of police assured the participants that the plan to set up Family protection Units in all

districts would be adhered to. Developing capacity within the Police Force to address gender issues

and rights of women and children was the starting point for establishment of effective Family

Protection Units.

5. Follow-up: The Capacity Building program is for five years. In the next two years, the

activities of the program will be focussing on enhancing the capacity of the Police Force, through

training, to reach all the districts in Uganda. The major activities in which follow-up technical advisory

services will be required are the monitoring of the progress of training at the district level. For this

reason, it was agreed that ECA would participate in the advisory group meetings whose purpose is to

review and monitor progress. The next advisory group meeting will be in May, after the first round of

district level training.
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CAPACITY BUILDING1 OF THE FAMILY PROTECTION

r UGANDA POLICE FORCE

TRA1NING^OF-NATIONAi;STRAINERS

■^WORKSHOP
■"'"■ (Hotel-Triangle, Jinja', 11-21' January: -1999)

MONDAY 11 JANUARY 1999 r:-, "-" VV:.-.', ."..:. -■'.■.■-■ :v:;

OPENING CEREMONY "~ ";*- "• — ■■■ -^K^.-

Thev.course^ coordinator,... " Ms" Hellen Alyek, --.who- noted "-that 1" the

partici'pant:sf;-*werei drawn'/from "different ^lijiits within "the":- police
forcer'? welcomed .guests".- These included; t'he investigation unit,
general^duties, unit:' a&lfrpm. t-he. police , training school_. Most had
gone ."through"'"some "preliminary-training to^. prepare them to'"work in

:the-" family, protection unit.' She said that\t through the : training,

they-were being prepared to be" the national^trainers for the unit.

:The; UNICEF" representative, Dr.'" Maria Bawubya" stated -that -UNICEF was

honoured1 to be" associated with'the programme. It was" the first time

that-:"UNICEF was working with the Ministry of Internal Affairs for
the protection'of the rights" of women and children. -■■"'-■'•'.'. "-:

Mrs ."■■'"Josephine Ouedraogo/-:the ' Director ' of- the Africa^ Center-- for

Women "'at' the United Nations Economic' Commission, represented' the

■ECA.- She" said1 that' the United Nations :- Economic'■ Commission-' for
Africa- (ECA) is ' excited about the partnership with the "Family

Protection Unit of the Uganda Police Force. The ECA congratulated

the Uganda Police Force for acknowledging the role'of the police in

protecting women and children. Almost everywhere■in the world, the

police try not to interfere in the violations against women' and

children, especially when the violations take place within what is

seen as domestic and hence" private environment. The ECA also

congratulated the Police Force for further acknowledging that the

traditional approach of the police, when it tries to deal;-with

abuse" of women's and children's rights after they have ■been

cc7..Tiicted, is not effective and needs to be revised.

She confided that the ECA is also impressed that the Uganda-

Police recognises that if the Force is to make a difference, the

strategy is to ensure that the police force at headquarters, at



CAPACITY -BUILDING OF THE FAMILY PROTECTION .

;: UNIT, UGANDA-POLICE FORCE

; TRAINING OF NATIONAL TRAILERS

WORKSHOP
(Hotel Triangle, Jinja, 11-21 January 1999)

- — REPORT

MONDAY .11 JANUARY 19 99 ■ ■ .-

OPENING CEREMONY

The--course coordinator, Ms Hellen Alyek, who noted that the

-participants were drawn from .different junits within the police

force, welcomed "guests. These included 'the investigation unit,

general, duties'.unit -ofcd from the police training school. Most had
gone through, some preliminary-training'tip prepare them to work in
the family protection unit. She said that through the training,

they, were being .prepared to be the national trainers for the unit.
The UNICEF representative, Dr. Maria Bawubya stated that UNICEF was

honoured to be associated with the programme. It was the first time

that UNICEF. was working with the Ministry of Internal Affairs for

the protection- of the rights of women and children.

Mrs. Josephine .Ouedraogo, the Director of the Africa Center for

Women at the United Nations Economic Commission, represented the

ECA. She said " that the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) .is excited about the partnership with the Family

Protection. Unit of the Uganda Police Force. The ECA congratulated

the Uganda Police Force for acknowledging the role of the police in

protecting women and children. Almost everywhere in the world, the

police try not to interfere in the violations against women and

children, especially when the violations take place within what is

seen as domestic and hence private environment. The ECA also

congratulated the Police Force for further acknowledging that the

traditional approach of the police, when it tries to deal with

abuse of women's and children's rights after they have been

committed, is not effective and needs to be revised.

She confided that the ECA is also impressed that the Uganda

Police recognises that if the Force is to make a difference, the

strategy is to ensure that the police force at headquarters, at



district levels rrieed to^acquire-the::appropriate- knowledge"arid
skills for protecting the rights ofTwomen1and girls. - These-are
strategies, which the African Centre for Women and-ECA- as-a-: whole

identifies with. As a result, the ECA felt confident in providing

support through its regional advisory "services-'by providing the

services of the regional advisor en economic empowerment.

It also- provided specialist"consultants from Associates for_

Change and the Association-of Ugandan. Women' Lawyers (FIDA) who

participated in designing-the^programme and-who are to"lead the

actual training;. --■ ""■■' " ,..""_"■ -'"'- "~'~" " : ' "* "' "

She briefed."the" audience; -about-'the'; African Centre for-Women" of

which she^ "is the "director. ~ ■The;CentreI:prom6tes'. the'incorporation

of gender' concerns :in natiorial;policies: ' The^Center does;this by

providing technical: and-policy^advisory support in_formulating

genderV^sensitive^prograrnmes;;" ^developing gender' training^.modules
~ and; through "building-strate'gic alliances with "national""1^
stakeholders as well as change agents. The Centre believes that

the protection.of the rights of_women and children cannot be left

only;1;o;;a:..few;-_i-nterest:ed.-policewomenyor' some-senior • of f icials . It

is a;\task-."'that. all. levels of "police :;pers6nnel-must ;be- involved

in.::'.Mrs;. TOuedraogq pledged ■ therCentre 's "continued cooperation

'.-with the- Family :Protection"Unit_T '. ...She '"commended UNICEF'"for; the

commitment\to\the. programme ;;illustrated~'t;hrough funding"and "

material;'suppo_rt_. - She."also'-commended; UNDP.'. for .providing'.": ~~;

■-logistical-^support tcsth'e -ECA'team ..during ;the' process'of 3."_'".

designing ;the,.-trainings programme. "; " ' '\\'.^".'.' ' '""' \""i~ - "'."" ."'

Mrs." Ouedraogo ;c"cnclude.d by ^outlining ECA-1 s ' expectations "of' the

programme. Firstly, . xt 'is expected that the practices 'of'".the

policemen and women in Uganda will be based more and more, on the

awareness of, and sensitivity to the gender issues underlying the

abuse of women and children1 s:;rights ';in Uganda. The;ECA also

looks forward'to enhanced ^technical .'arid .coordination capacity for

the Family Protection;;Unit""'i;ri;addition' to improved. skills and

services for the protection ;of the. 'rights '"of women "and children.

ECA finally hopes "that the "programme" could _be replicated., in

other countries and congratulated'the'.Uganda Police Force'for
their pioneering role. _ " /; '

Mr.- Bob Ngobi, the Officer in "charge of community policing and

public relations in the Uganda Police Force, acknowledged his

excitement at seeing the programme take off. He gave tribute to
Hellen Alyek who worked tirelessly right from the beginning, to

ECA for the Technical Advisory services and the consultants who
worked on the design of the training programme, and to UNICEF for
the financial and technical support. He disclosed the UNICEF had

earmarked 50 million shillings for the purchase cf a vehicle,
computer and photocopier for the programme. A further 26 million

had been set aside for the training in phase 1 of the programme.
He assured both UNICEF and the ECA of government's determination

to use the resources optimally. It was disclosed that the 10



national trainers'will .in turn train 10 other trainers-'in"'each of
the 5 pilot districts namely, -Lira, Rukungiri, Mbale,-Kampala, .

and Kalangala. ' -1 " ' : ."■"-■ .-■-:'-.-

Opening Speech by the Guest of Honour, Mr..Julius P.O. Odwee

Mr. Julius Odwee, .Senior. Assistant Commissioner of Police and

Director of Operations'then officially opened the workshop- at

Police Headquarters. In his -provocative remarks, "the:; guest of

honour informed the audience that the launch of the^programme is

in line with the Uganda Police Force's corporate strategy and

development .plan of..-1998/9 ., ..He .acknowledged' that police . '

performance :may .always .not measure up ..to., public expectations due

various problems, -.including inadequate facilities (e.g :-■.-::"

transport) ,---'diminishing police strength (due to-.deaths .^and

resignation :in .light; of the'.ban on .recruitment) ,.-increased: . •

dimensions of .police work and poor '.public support to-the: police .

He appreciated" the substantial-moral .and-material .support: which

the'Police. Force has received from UNICEF.'and. the ^Economic -

Commission for Africa. with~respect"■ to the programme to:enhance

.the.capacity of the Family, Protection Unit-of the ..Uganda Police

Force. - It- is the kind of. support which-the Force .-"needs: to

perform"better. This training programme Wall build the.i'skills and

abilities of the'officers to meet■the challenges of promoting and

protecting the human%ights of the:_people _-of Uganda, particularly
of women and children".' Mr. Odwee challenged the programme
coordinator and consultants to create . an-^understanding of both

human rights and hur|an wrongs which have, so traumatised women and
children in Uganda. .V . . --....

The Guest of Honour recalled findings-of various studies

conducted in Uganda, particularly as regards sexual and physical

abuse. These studies have confirmed that the majority,of the

perpetrators are men,- including teachers, male family .members,

relatives, neighbours _and some religious leaders . The -. ."■

overwhelming majority of the victims are .females, including

children. He particularly referred to a 1995 study in which the

Uganda Police analysed certain crimes. The study covered 2

aspects of children's involvement in crime viz. cases where

juvenile are victims and those cases where juveniles are

victimisers. In the former cases, female children are more

vulnerable. Out of 1612 cases analysed, 79.2% were females with

the ratio between males and girls aged 0-8 being 1:6 . The

pattern of the perpetrators showed that 30.5% were fellow

children and 69.5V were adults. The 30.5% consist of 23.3% male

children and 7.2% were females. The 69.5% of adult perpetrators

consist of 65.6% were male adults while only 3.7% are women.

The Guest of honour concluded by confirming the readiness and

commitment of the Uganda Police Force to improve its methods of



policing in order to better protect the human rights of the

people of Uganda. He, however, called for continued support from

the public and other agencies. ■-Some"of: the" support'-ma'y be" as

simple as a word of thanks when the police does ics work well.

Other support may be ■ more substantial"such as that1 extended by

UNI-CEF, ECA under'this programme. He also indicated that the

police also needs counselling because the-'-innocent and dedicated

within the Force have been traumatised by whole scale _._

condemnation and criticism by the'public. -'"■■'"- ■ - -;--'-

INTRODUCTORY'SESSION"'-'- - """' - -. .-':- '':'^\ :-'■ '■ - ' :*.-V jT.I-

The introductory session was divided, into- B^partsT-'Tlie"first part

was designed..to introduce .the participants- and.c_ehable°.them to

.'deepen-their-knowledge Tof.- each, other,.:*a.n.d" to prbyide^information
: on-.the1 has is" "-of.-which 'participantsvcouldj'deyel'op^ajse^trof rules

to govern their conduct during :the- workshop!" or-'1 "-SV-"1-

Each'-participant gave ^He'r/his'^name'f .rank -'arid :stati6h-. . -'.Each
participant" wk¥:als"o "asked "to"-state 1-2 "things which she/he likes

about her/himself- as a.person and as a police officer.r The
foll6wing*l-qual':i'tie's 'emergedT^'7 -"~:--- -> ■■ - '--'- '- - -*.-..-

1. What-^I -like7 about:'myself ,ras". a'-person':"^ ::-:■'. ':'-:;~ :c\-

I am a principl|dl^woman'-and: people kriqwVme.'a^such. That is
the quality ifpike-best ~abbut;";mys.elf-./"'. "" ~".-'/-; —"I
I- like- tb"" sp'end' time" rea'ding-'and watching videos;*-
I am.a quiet and transparent person/and love a quiet life.

' the" best thing V-bout myself'"is- being'flexible and" able to
adapt" to different situations. T do not"like conflict or to

offend other; ■ ": '-■-_ ' ■ ;■:.
my interest in making friends and-'exchanging ideas with

them; . ...

"--■■■* I am a disciplined woman, and-like^'"transparent 'people^ I likf

to' be"- treated the'way I' treat others;. , "- '" ' "jv-.rC"-'-
I love being with friends. ■ "- - -• " . - . - ■

2. What I like about being a police officer - / " "'

being a trainer; " ':

training others and being able to learn from others;

handling cases involving women; have been a police officer

since the age of 17;'

dealing with people and giving advice, especially in the
area .""of gender; ■

the police force has enabled me to learn a lot;

being =.?le to fulfil tt:/ childhood 3.^:.tier, since I vas bcrr.

and raised in police barracks and have always wanted to be
an officer.



What I do not like about myself ~' ■ " "\ " 7 \

Participants were further asked to share 1 thing that they did

not like about themselves as individuals and as police officers.

The following emerged:"

1. What I do not like about myself

I do not like people who do not let me know_if-I have .

annoyed or hurt them; ■• ■ '■ ' *

rumour mongering;

gossiping/backbiting ■ - -"■'" ' - ■■ ■ .

.-bosses" who-sexually harass me and women who mistreat their

1' - - - husbands yet get.help-from-the_ women lawyers association;

-" - people who abuse, their children _- ; " "'"'_' ■;;

(Note: the participants gave the things which they do not^ like

generally and did-not specifically refer to themselves) ."j;'"-

2. What I'do not like about myself "as a police of ficer- -. _ _

too frequent transfers e.g. 2-3 times in one year

not being transferred at all" !■" '" '
rumour mongerina among police officers

- ■ transfers whictivaffect marital status;
commands which-are meant'only'to test my ability-or

knowledge; , ■ '^-
a system in which a junior officer is not expected to

explain her poirnt of view, which often results in
victimisation;

discrimination against women.

On the basis of the above, participants agreed that to facilitate

a good learning environment,"they would be guided by the

following undertakings:

a) To be disciplined, including keeping time;

b) to fully participate and allow others to participate;

c) to respect each other and each other's opinions;

Expectations and objectives of the training workshop

The participants' expectations included the following:

To acquire more knowledge and skills in handling issues

relating to children and family affairs;

To acquire more skills in training Child and Family

Protection personnel;



-■ --To be recognisedrnationailyin tHet-police"force~as Having
. specialised skills ' as national'.trainers; \_".I~:""_"-"/

To learn skills - in"planning and designing'training .

programmes'and modern'training, skills;'"

-■ ■ To"be availed with'the most:appropriate training aids and

funds. "■" _ " "

Both the "participants and facilitators'noted that these;

expectations fell within the'objectives"of'the workshop as stated

in'the'training package ._ _ '.."" 1; "'_■"_.. ~V _ "

Fears . . _ _. ..

The participants expressed a number'. of fears,'many.'relating to

conditions" within the police force. For instance; many, feared that

they might be transferred to other units in"'whi*ch"th~e"tra"ining

skills and knowledge acquired would be irrelevant. An other fear

.was the possibility, of the_absence .or inadequacy, of'."financial and

-'logistical "support, to enable;;them'""to fulfil their "dutiesi.as

trainers'." The", course" -coordinator reassured" th'errron both', aspects.

•J HUMAN- RIGHTSi"SESSION:

EXERCISE:

In a brainstorming.- session,^participants reflected. on"" the I

characteristics' of" a human'being (as opposed to animals} '. ■ The

consensus was that-human beings have an "'advanced sense" of

reasoning. We think,4 we have consciousness; we have feelings: we
have a language through-which'we can communicate. .".

In groups of 2, the participants were asked to think of

situations in which a person did something which, was. bad and

hurtful. Each person"was" asked to share" that incident'with the

colleague indicating'why she/he was hurt,'"how she/he felt, and

whether the effect of the incident on the. relationship, with the

other person; ' ' "' ■ '. :"."'"" . . -

Before each pair reported back, the facilitator reminded the

participants to the earlier session in which each they shared

their likes and dislikes. All the things that people liked about

themselves were good and represented the things or qualities
which they would like to have and see others. No one liked a bad

thing. One lesson was that each participant had something good

about him or her which must be acknowledged and respected. These
qualities will differ from one person to another.

1st pair:



A .child .soils an ironed police, uniform. This is very hurting but
the reaction of the police officer will depend on whether or not
the child knew whether or not his/action was wrong and hurting.
If the child knew, then the officer is likely to react angrily

and punish the child.-- These participants drew a distinction
between a human being and a person based on the reasoning

capacity. They thought that a child is a human being but not a

person-because such a young child cannot reason," The facilitator
said that this raised the ..issue .of whether children can have
rights even if they are young and cannot reason. This,issue was
deferred to the session on the rights of children.

2nd pair:

Xis.sent to .deliver a-message-to YJ.s girlfriend. ..X meets the
girlfriend but informs Y that-the-girlfriend was,.absent, thus
creating.-conflict. - - -_ - ■-. .'- ..■ '■-...-. ^ ■.-^-,-■.-- -. ...-■..- "-.-■-; -.

3rd. pair: ' ... . ... "..".. -'• *" ■ "";..'■ . .'. . ' '.'" -
A fellow police officer had a conflict"with Y-ahd brought.the
.subject .jthings). of the conflict to participant ■ s-doorway,' thus
making it appear that it was the participant who had them all
along. Hates the person up to now.

- Participant had a serious problem and went to her superior
officer; instead of helping her, the superior officer-just sent
her away. She was disappointed and hurt. ii

4th pair: ....

Superior/officer forcing participants "to* do "unofficial" errands.
Very annoying; she does the work routinely but she does not
respect-."the superiof.

- Participant abused so badly that up to now he does not speak to
that person.

5th pair:

-Woman had a man friend who .made her pregnant. Responsibility for
the pregnancy' denied. The woman was hurt and lost respect" for the
man. ' _ . ;

-Senior officer accused participant of being a member, of Anyanya
(anti-govt. ) . Lost respect and hated him up to now.

What are human rights?

Facilitator's input

The facilitator explained that the exercise was designed to
enable_the participants to relate the concept of human rights to
human_reelings and sense of dignity and self worth. Actions or
omissions such as those cited above cause anger, a sense of

betrayal, or a lack of respect. Human rights are fundamental
rights designed to protect the essential dignity of the human
person. They are designed to protect the individual from serious



' abuses;, and restrictions" of ■fundamental freedoms : which'deny, or

challenge"-the worth of-all "human-being." ■ '-■-■-■. 7"V- -'-'■

The" facilitator1'stated that in addition to the-unique■

characteristics; of a human being identified earlier, human beings

have a "sense of dignity. She clarified that: ■ " ■

- ;r "-Every ^individual, poor or" rich, woman or-.man;-, adult or" child

has a sense of dignity. Human rights are righcs that-are

fundamental_to the preservation of that human dignity.

All human beings have human "rights"'and ttierefore-th'ese ■■■
rights are universal. They are inherent meaning that they

-—~: are—in-born 'and- are;*-not"-giyen"" out.'; ■■: '-"■■'■""'-:- '-/^'Ir:- -"-;-' ■■
- - -' —They,are':" also- 'said--to" be -inalienable^-meaning that-they

"- ■■."■■ cannot" bertaken^away,- either -by^governmentr '';~™-~' ' '■;""

■_;■:- 5~ All. persons-' enjoy; :therrf-;\equally regardless -of-^economic :: "

'■"-'-■ ~- jstatus^sex^-^nationality^^rerigion -or- 'other^factor r :■■-"."

Examples'of "human-rights r^.v =±v^: *-;.;~r ■ ' S-~'rj.:Z ■ z_; ■■•■■-.-..1 :■.--.

- a right to practice one's religion - a right to life

- a right to vote - a right-'to- health

■Source^of-'humair Rights-^ _ __■"'- . / ::;' _' ; ■ \i ■" -"--: -.~"Y'"' '"'

Where": do: human;" right.s^come from? __ '.;,_ ■ - ' - - "' ".
.'./~ :.". ■"'"" . ■■"■.; ■. ■■. . ■ ■"■ '.^, ■
Participants-, brainstormed" on. the origin "'-and sources of human

rights.' Most-stated <£hat human^ rights embody values which-

originate from: •'.'■;■ ' - .

- from people - from our cultures

- from religions - from natural law

Human rights are about the dignity, of the human;person. The

essence of that dignity may be"determined by aspects of culture,

religion, civilisation"etc. If is from this perspective that one

can say that these are sources of human rights. "

Although:, many people talk of the constitution as the source of

rights/.the facilitator explained that the constitution only

embodies_rights which people already had.' It merely recognises
and expresses them in a formal document. There are other laws

which-are made to enable people enjoy and enforce, their human
rights.

$ Tree of Rights-^ and the Constitution

To illustrate the concept of human rights, sources of such rights
and their relationship with other laws, the facilitator drew a
picture of a tree. The roots, which are the source of life and

. . . -^-.. ^ 8, ■-.-■-



support.-for the. tree (legal ..system),. represent people, culture,

religion etc which contribute the values in the' society." The tree

trunk, which is the main support and channel for nutrients

represents the constitution. The constitution is the principal

source of law in the country. The branches represent the

individual legislations e.g. The." Children's "Statute or the

Marriage Act. Each of these has its validity in the Constitution.

The constitution itself is rooted in.the values of the people of

Uganda. . . .:..". ' ':,'■...''.

Are human, rights legal, rights .or. moral" rights? '

Legal rights are rights which are recognised and enforceable at

law while moral rights, "are good.but.hot^enforceable at'all.

Human rights' in Uganda "are" legal rightsrbecause." they, are embodied
in the constitution, and"other, laws^and can therefore.be.enforced.

There was some.interesting" discussion:on.what;is. really a moral

right with various'examples being proffered. For instance, a

destitute receiving alms could be seen as a moral right but does

not amount to a legal right. The destitute could not successfully

sue a person who refuses to help him'."" :" " '"

Pencil^ "game " ' . ... . .......

The participants were asked to make 2 lijies. A pencil/marker was

passed around from one person to anotherr The facilitator randoms

called the participants to stop passingivon. the. pencil and
randomly declared one1" line to be winner's^. Only "one side seemed to

win all the. time. No rules of the game nad been explained and one

line won most, .of th^.time. At the end the facilitator called for
comments from the participants. The following observations were

made:

I was confused by the game;

I did not understand the nature of the game and the rules

which governed it;

the criterion for winning was not' known;

the decisions as to winner were unfair/biased;

I was happy because our line was winning all the time.

The facilitator concluded by affirming that the observations were
the intended lessons to be drawn from the exercise. People

expect to be treated fairly. One of the ways to ensure fairness

is to publicise the rules of the game. If both lines won an equal

number of times, participants would have.felt better because they
are being treated equally.

The game was used to introduce the concept of equality. To have
equality all people must be treated equally; must have equal
opportunity to win or to develop {even if they lose in the end).

The rules of the game or conduct must be certain.



What is- equality?. " ' ' "~'. ' -■•■--■■- ' ' .\ •■--■^"^ ■

Participants brainstormed on the concept of equality. ■

balanced opportunities"and chances;

ecual in what we do;

equal enjoyment;

equal" rights between men and"women; ■

no discrimination;

--. .a chance to share what people have; - ._ . . ,,.

Described this way equality- is^a good thing. Why does it:..make

people so annoyed? Why'does it excite such negative^, pass ion. among

people?

i ■ - _jsr.£?!:§;

Because rights have implications for privileges,'authority

an4 P9wer.,.. Equality, ..when^-related toymen and-, women,-. has

implications for all of these. A man~"perceives himself-as
having privileges, authority and power. When a woman claims

equalityts. the. man will, automatically assume that, she is

claiming some or all of his privileges, authority: and power

reasons. .. .

£;Anotherr;reason,:is-that some people look at equality as a

^vbasis-for-. revenge." For example: if a ^married man has been

:::-'SoA^9.- h9me.rlatsjSfn_ the night, he-is-bound to think-that
inequality; will--entitle.-his wife to-.start coming home as late

. as he .does ."■■.. " ■ *'\ '
■-"■■' ■ ■ ■ X

The lack of equality had become entrenched in our cultures.

-For..instance among the Baganda members of the royal family

were of a superior.status than the ordinary people (the

bakopi),-to the extent that a mukopi could die. at the will

. . of.-the king. People privileged by culture are._likely to

react negatively if concept of equality threaten those

-privileges. -.-"--

Inequalities and privileges arising from religion may also

lead to similar reactions.

The concept of equality has implications for opportunities, for

privileges, power, rights and for responsibilities. These are
also inter-linked such that inequality in opportunities would
strengthen inequalities in rights and responsibilities. Equality
becomes threatening to those with the privileges and
opportunities.

The facilitator used the above line to illustrate the traditional



concept of power between men and women. Both,..men and women.look

at power as a continuum with a beginning and'an end point. If men

have power within a family or a community, this perception would

mean that women can only get power by taking some away "from men.

This can be represented as follows: .. .■ . ,■

women / ' men

She explained that power can be also be seen as existing in

different,forms which.can co-exist; that one can have power^which

is not based on the oppression of.another. - . _/.-"....
Wrap up for day 1 ' - " -■■-■■ """"""

What have .we learnt? . ... .. .. -

Participants "summed up'what they-liad learned in the. following

terms: - " ""-." \/ .'. " r.., .."".. '.--':. ... "',".':.'.

.'.Human rights' is '.about .the value of and respect' for human

beings'; " ■'~ ; .-_ _ '

Human rights are rights held by' all human beings'regardless

of. sex, age, race, tribe,., status etc.. . ..„ .

■ It- is important for people to know what, human"rights they

have'so that■ they can exercise' them!" Therefore there is a

need to sensitive others about" their-rights ._ Such"'knowledge
also makes the'wBrk of-law enforcement officers easier.
It is important to address/clarify'^those areas where the
concepts of huijian rights and equality have been
misunderstood. ■'
Advantaged groups/people do not want equality.and-this has

implications for. human development.

Generally the people who- are privileged are the ones who

know about, human rights,-" they use such knowledge as a tool

to maintain their advantaged positions.
When dealing with equality between men and women there is a

need for properly planned strategies.

Tuesday 12 January 1999

Review of Previous day

The participants identified issues that needed clarification:
They sought explanations of the following words; privileges,
power, authority, status, rights, opportunity, natural law.

Natural law: was defined as the natural order of things. The

trainees were advised not to use the word natural law because it
is often misused to justify injustices. For example, it is argued
that man is a natural leader of woman.



Rights :" :this "is \ an. entitlement-:1 under: the law.; The law
recognises that right. Having a right■ is",distinguished from
having a priviledge because a right is enforceable under the law,

while a priviledge-is not. ' •'- - — "'-"- -: --

What-"is._a, constitution? '• - - ■■•'-■.

This session started".with participants"brainstormingybn the

meaning 'of "a'national" constitution. ■ The responses-included the
following; "■ ."i_ ■:■:;-;; "-".-. z.--.~r ■ -. •il : -.- ~..\ /v ■ ■"

- "■-■"_ 'aTlaw "governing"' Uganda ~ Vf-":'. '■■, ■ ■";- ■■ ■" - r";x"i .:.'_ . .vl. ;.\ '" >'

:--- -■/-■"■:the"-'s'upreme"^law of'-'the^country--/;--" "-': ■" '■- '■"---, 'r^^:''*';:??'
a collection of laws ■^:^-.-.--::....v.i.

a law jade by parliament on behalf of the_people

The"facilitator cbnfirmed>that■the*constitution of-" a;-country is

the"-supreme law of" that ^country: she ^further-clarifiedf the";-

following";, r ":_-V :'•/■■" :r'iyS~ "-■■■'■. v^ - -■?■■--£^'-\ -;-■ - ■*■ vS'.T:-^^

1. The supreme law means -that -'-it "is "the "'most important"'law in

, .the,, country;. therefore other laws are below it.,. It is
■i-.-:-■ -''=-;"superior-to"-other■" laws .'. She -briefly ^-'explained'"-the ;hierarchy
'--1 i; - v^*' r- £,1. ■'■ ~-_"- :;■-— - .. ■- " ^ ' - - .- ■ ■ ■ "i ■* t; ■ .■ .'-.■. -■? -""-"' :- - ■
—^> . j*r t e-i-r ■ r ^ Lm i • a . t ■ ■ - .■ _ . z: j. - ~ —■. ■ .« - ..... .... -. — >• -of...

I) J^The; Constitution^ -■•- -'*.-■ -;-:- z:^-'.-: : --■-;-- " . ■■. ■ ■■

ii)T.-~ Act's", o"f- Parliament 'e/g. The'Road Traffic- Act /- The; Penal Cede

■ ■; Act;"' the" Marriage' Act : -" _ '^ .-"■'-

Any provision in these laws that are contrary to what the

Constitution provides is null and void; cannot'be enforced nor

applied.

iii) Rules-and" regulation e.g." bye laws; which-are more detailed
regulations'for the enforcement of ' laws .■ These -are- laws made

by Ministers.or local governments under-the-express ■■'-

authority-of an Act of Parliament. They are also referred to
as suhsidiairy legislation. ■■■-.. - --■---■- ..

iv) Customary law i.e. laws based on the customs of a'tribe or

community, e.g. payment of dowry before a marriage is

recognised as valid. A custom can only be part of the

law of Uganda or only be enforceable if it does not

contradict what is in the Acts of Parliament or the

Constitution of Uganda.

2. The Constitution is also important because it is the law

which establishes and defines the form and structures of

government in the country e.g. Uganda will be republic; the

Head of government is an executive president; it creates the



cabinet; creates the parliament and defines its powers;
creates the judiciary and defines its powers; it contains
the Bill of Rights.

3. The Constitution is also important because it guarantees
human rights as the most important and fundamental rights of
the individual; the rights that are core to the dignity and
worth of the human being..Examples of right, right to life,
freedom of speech, freedom of religion.

. . " . N.B. However, one is entitled to enjoy ones.rights.but,
should not violate the rights of others. ' ' " .. ~

Qs. from the participants: Does this mean that the Domestic
Relations Bill is not important because it is." not included in the
Constitution? ' " "

It was explained that" there is a" specific'provision"in the

Constitution which provides for the specific ..rights, of women.

The Domestic Relations Bill is a draft which,'if passed.into law,
will provide the"detailed law for giving effect to the

Constitution as far as women's rights in the family are '
concerned. It is an important effort.

. In= "conclusion, it was said that the Constitution provides the

framework and all the details of effecting the law is provided
for in the Acts of Parliament. Nevertheless even without the Acts
or where there is do'kbt, the rights of women are protected in the
Constitution. However"' in the absence oivan Act of Parliament;
the more vague the law is, the more loopholes in the'law, and the
more difficult it is> to enforce the law. '

Qs from participants; What is a Bill?

It is a draft law. The line ministry usually makes it. It becomes
an Act or a Statute after it is passed by the Parliament. After

the parliament has passed the law, it is signed by the.
President, who. in law is said to have assented to it.
Decree: a law passed where there is no Parliament. For example

laws passed during Idi Amin]s rule were referred to as decrees
instead of Acts of Parliament.

Qs:, If Vomen have rights, why do they need to be favoured under
affirmative action?

The_facilitator referred to a cartoon in the papers, which
depicted a woman having a large stone tied to her leg, while the
man was free. Both were competing in a 100 metre sprint. She
challenged them to reflect on the cartoon? Can one say that both
are competing? Does the woman have an equal or any chance of
winning? The participants agreed that certainly the man would w'n
under the circumstances.
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The participants brainstormed_on what the stone represented^ in a
situation of elections;" -°--^--- -*-;X -*- ~ ■; ■

belief that women are not leaders;

religious and customary myths about women's role being in

the kitchen ; "~. . " " ": "; ' '"

workload at home ;

lack of money co spend_ in an expensive campaign; - ■_ ■

illiteracy of many women " ~_ ;' ■■

In conclusion affirmative action recognises that women and'men

are not starting from an equal"'position. " y'■ ;;;

The facilitators distributed reading materials on Huma'n.-Rights
and the Constitution to the;participants at the end of -this--
session. .' - ■■- - ...^_ _ - = c

INTRODUCTION-TO^GENDER ;" ^ ..SJ- ^"~'.' . " ." 7.\ '"?;..Vl' ''.^V.'t:-^ . "V J

The'learning objective- for" thV sess'ion" were; set; together-with the

participants. The facilitator'Vsked them to" identify what their

overall goal would be when they discuss gender in the districts?

In other words, they would like to get out of-"the" training?"":

Responses...^ . _ " ' . __ _ -" ; ■ ",.' ' ";■.""• ^

"to. understand' ttfe meaning'.of gender 'y
to teach' about gender -•-"■•- ■ ^ ■-•-

to understand what gender is "\

to appreciate, the. role played by gender

"'. to understand" gender, issues ■ "" ;

The' objectives" of the" "session were, clarified by the facilitators

to be as follows:' " ;" ' ' .■''*""..

a) an appreciation 'of .the"'socio-cultural context which defines

women and men, boys and girls and their/.status and/position

in society. ' "'"■'"'* ■■ ""_ :'";: - :

b) to introduce skills and tools for the better understanding

of the situation of women and men. . ''■ *"

The Concept of Gender

EXERCISE:

The facilitator hang up 2 flip chart papers. On.one she had .

written the words ■£ typical womani? and on the other # typical

mar.vj . Zach of the participants was requested to go and write one

that describes a typical woman and another a typical man on the

relevant flip chart paper i.e. what comes to oners.mind.when
thinking of a typical woman or man? The outcomes were:'



Typical man Typical woman

beard " ■ ■ submissive

ordinary ordinary

masculine smart

rude . . . shy.

power ' pretty

good at times beautiful

sharp ... ■ ■ _. good

principled - -_ ■ old^ : .

sensitive rude

bold-headed-" . . _ ^beautiful _ -..._-.

defensive -..-■.-. . ■■ '■'; ;. brown :■■ : • ■ _ .- / '._-.. , ■

selfish ' kind ' ' ' ,~.;:"" . "

The objective of the above exercise was to .highlight^the.,-: .-.:■

distinction between sex and gender and to use the exercise in

understanding, the-relationship.between gender and culture.as well

as to address-.the; idea of stereotyping. _ _ - • .-.•.:'..",

Facilitator' s.'input -J- ■.:.'■..■

Participants were asked to apply the words to the woman/man in

the room, and to clarify on their opinions-;. Each word was

discussed to assess whether it. was a myth or a fact or a stereo

type. As examples the^facilitator led.a discussion on the
following terms: . ■ ^' .-. . ■ '':<Y

Sharp (typical-for me£i) ; this was-defined as having the ability

to contribute to the '-'development of the home and the country at

large. The facilitator challenged the participant .who provided

the meaning that all the women and men in the room were sharp

within that meaning; why then did he think that the word referred

only to a typical man? The facilitator further clarified that in

Uganda, agriculture is the backbone of the economy.

80% of the work load is done by women. The supervision done by

men is limited.

In conclusion she pointed out what we think is usually not in

conformity with what we see in reality. This is what gender

stereotyping means.

Smart (typical of women); the participant who contributed this

word defined it as being transparent and active in activities. It

was also defined as good physical appearance.

The facilitator asked if there no smart men? It was realised that

there are some smart men. Sometimes we think of things that are

not real. The way we look at women or men, puts pressures on them

to conform. It also makes regard men and women who do not fit in

the stereotype as abnormal.



Submissive (typical to women); women try to stomach whatever-

situation arises and whatever way it affects her, whether they

like it or not. The facilitator asked the participants what role

society has played in ensuring the above?

social pressure

culture

When, people expect., us to be accommodative and submissive, we

conform. Otherwise: there is. a social'punishment ;;-you. maybecome
socially isolated e.g. a husband may restrict his wife's

opportunity:-to:.associate with, a particular person -who is seen as

being different-. -_*; '•■■"'„-.'.'--'r^r "V-'YJ; i*?. v.',---r:"- ^ ■--■ '. ■"~" -:;::-r rr-_

Shy (typical to women) ; participants attributed this.vto the- ::"■;:
inferiority complex. Women are in general not confident..enough.

It was agreed that this is fact. The facilitator urged^the ::::r

participants to look.at the root causes, and the social

-explanation^;:,; -..■ z'.z ':: v.-. .-■ :\: :-.::.r~ " : ■;: - :... -:■-..;. v:r'v.v.:r.. \

Power: .(typical:: to: men) ; -this . was defined as giving directives to

women;"ctorbe:headJof ' the-_family;- born to lead.: The _ facilitator

clarified£that::thererare--dif ferent ;kinds of power;' viz ;V/.\~v :./■■'

a)\-Cuitural_:power"rrit..:'Ss seen'"as "a ^natural or given. Cultural
power is power.-rover; \pofyerzto control;" For example,..-when'one
produces-;only-girls:-,-.rtHe* woman would*be ui&iappy until she gets a
boy .-.However,-.the sex-iof .the child "is" determined by the" "man.'Why
then;-: should'the- woman* be -blamed? The "man in.'this case-^has the"

cultural power to blame his wife and society backs him even if
the blame of the woman, is.not - based" on facts.

b) Economic power;

c) Political power; . " . . '■

It was observed that when ~a--man has limited economic' power, they
tend to rely-on the.cultural power and become abusive, because of
lack of alternative means 'of demonstrating power. It was also
observed that when a man feels ashamed, they often convert it
anger.^Sometimes cultural power is taken to the office. In such _

situation, one uses sex or generation argument, e.g. being older.
A lot of bosses who are ineffective in the office resort'to
cultural power. They may sexually harass their female employees
or treat them oppressively to show their power (which they
couldn't show through brilliant performance).

Causes of gender inequality

The facilitator referred the participants to the 2 exercise
flipchart and the discussions above in order and asked them to

.. -.-.■-..-::•. -.- '. . - •■ - ■-- "T.6-- " ■ ■ . - .* ■
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distinguish between sex and gender. The participants' responses

were as follows: - ... . - . ....:._

sex and gender are the same; -

it is a question of language;

sex is a biological fact e.g. male or female

The exercise can be used by the group to distinguish between a

social and a physical characteristic. It was observed that very

few words described, biological, attributes or features.

Gender relates to the social way.of.distinguishing.between women

and^men. The way society socially describes man and.woman. Men.

and women are social beings. The characteristics of women and

men are defined by..society or culture. . ._ ■ ._ . _ ... -^

EXERCISE: ' ' -'' ^~ ' ... . '. ". - '.."/. - "_ "-■--,', ..-■ -:

Participants were asked to "think of a naked doll, and.to think of

it as dressed. The Facilitator stated that when we think of a

doll, as a. dressed woman, we . are thinking of . the dresses and .the

visible"attributes . _.Where such a woman does .not'.conform .to the -

attributes,. they, are'criticised and'ostracised ..".'There are.'

proverbs arid names e.g. %'kyakulasajjaQ fin" Luganda) ~, which
means that she was created.as.a man. It .connotes manliness and -

therefore ...ugliness, or-^jinacceptable features or'behavior in.a -
woman".' Similarly, when..a man "does not "conform'to the stereotype

of a:man, he is criticised.as a weakling :and in many traditional
communities is referred to as a § woman§ -.an expression which
is .7 * ' . -

considered delegatory. The social pressure to conform might

compel a woman to spend her salary on looking pretty, instead of

investing the money in building a house.

Gender stereotyping

This is what one thinks .of with respect to women or men,

irrespective of reality: e.g. submissive with regard to a married

woman, or bread winning as a man's job. Yet in villages and in

many urban families women are the bread winners. This

stereotyping has a lot of implications. For instance until

recently, financial programmes and aid for income generation was

given to the men. This may explain why agriculture is not

advancing.

Stereotyping also acts negatively against men, e.g. bread-winning

exerts pressure on men to support their families. In some

communities, men have been beaten by the clan courts for not

being able to earn enough money. Some men resort to alcoholism

because of the social pressure that they are not coping. Some

women are almost driving their men crazy out of constant nagging

-.17 , ■ .. .



if the husband fails to meet the general expectations regarding

bread-winning. . . . - '■ l^-z - ■ '■ "

Women and men are socially made -into what they are through the

long process of socialisation. This is the process of teaching

children social manners and roles. For example, when a boy cr a

girl is hit, the mother will comfort the girl and ask the boy to

be brave. When a girl is not ^acting as a typical woman the

mother is criticised: A woman-is-not supposed to look at the man

straight irt.the- eye, or to speak^lqudiy. All this is a process of

producing, a .typical-.woman qrjnan.-^ . -■

GENDER ANALYSIS ■ :r __. . ;:. .. . ,..-...- ...„■. ■.-_.-_ ....

To introduce the participants_to_ the_ .concept .of. gender. _anaJLysis

and develop skills J.n this area^-the^facilitatjor/_raj._sed_the -: .^,-~

following; questions." and .asked the /participants _to reflection-

them._:_How_dqes the^social./definition of men and -women; determine
their different- /situations?*.What" opportunities do -they: - :- -'_

respectively^ have? _What kind, of- work do they do? What kind of -.

education do they get?* The participants were able to see that -

right from childhood a boy will be prepared for what is expected

of:{him,1as;-can3_adu_ltr^and__will. be .g;Lven opportunities., to fulfil that
^" '-The- same '.applies 'for girls^.j\: - ./■ - ■-.. ' .-... ■ ..

Facilitator's input ^

* _v The facilitator stated that trying ta understand how gender

. affects, the any particular;situation\s gender analysis.
To analyse is toiexamine a situation; to go deeper into the
explanations of causes of a situation.

* There are several tools and different perspectives we can

use in gender analysis . .. ■ ■

1. SOCIALISATION -_ ...„;.-.-;

Socialisation is the term used to describe the process of

ensuring that a^ person can fit into the social environment in

which he/she lives. Socialisation takes place right from the

birth of a child.■Thus-one can talk about primary socialisation
which takes place within the family and the immediate family and
secondary socialisation which involves all others.

Qs Who plays that role of socialisation ?

These were identified to include the mother, father, guardian,
neighbours; adults and children, teachers, schools, local

^... -i._ai5, reJ..Lci_!_"ri i*~_--_'*cis c^-sn. ± ^ s. c. -* "■* s -^^ci o s — r ^uglios. T '^ ^

impact of all these agents of socialisation is very inter-linked.

Qs Can one family or a parent succeed in making a child grow up

as a gender neutral individual? In many cases it is not
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possible. . . ... . _ __-,... --■■_■ :

For example, teaching a boy child how to peel.

His peers would laugh at :him and the-in-laws would be

appalled at the fact that their boy' is being turned into a
woman. , . '..'...

In addition children",learn by watching adults. If. the"

. parents say one thing'but behave" differently,'the"child is

likely to copy what the" parents do... Sometimes".-what children
are taught at home may conflict with"what "the teachers say

A practical example was given to illustrate this:'"""A single"
mother was, outraged,, that the teacher had told her_son .that the ■
family. is_ always^a man,,., even-, if the., child's; father, had" died long

back and the'"'roles 'referred, were"?'ac'tualiy.,being'.performed by' the
mother... When^ the. mother tried to" correct his son",' he...cried and.'

informed" her "that"", he.would, be punished "at" school. ?This makes.", the

child think" that., his. family is abnormal. In" addition' it-'"-. "\^~'■'■'.

perpetuates;'a' belief. that'is?increasingly1 not borne out-■by'_"the *.

reality" on the ground.. ."/ . . ■"..", .. .";

Even traditional textbooks depict" traditional roles" of what ".boys

or girls should do as professionals. For example the jobs for

women are nursing, teaching, for girls, while boys were taught,

carpentry, mechanics.*. - " "-" - -

By understanding how^socialisation determined what men and women
are, what they do,.hdW they behave and relate to each other, we

are better able to understand situationsrfrom a gender
perspective. . ■ .. - .

2. DIVISION OF ROLES ' ''■"-'" . - -

Another way {or tool )we can analyse gender is to analyse who

does what from several perspectives:

a) ■ Analysis of reproductive roles:" These' are roles that are
associated with the bringing up and welfare of the family.

For example, rearing children and ensuring that they become

fit social beings, i.e. nurturing the family.
b) Analysis of productive roles: This is analysis of roles

associated with 'economic activities' as opposed to

production purely for consumption.

c) Community roles: these are roles associated with the common
good of the community.

EXERCISE:

Participants were asked to identify examples of each of the
roles.
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Reproductive roles: growing food~for ..family, consumption,^ bathing
children, cooking, building "a house/: sweeping, - cleaning..-,- serving

a man. . ■ - . - - ■_ - _ - •

Productive roles: producing food for the market,.. growing casn ■

Community" . roles: "building schools; -digging- and maintaining ... .
wells, burials, weddings, village"paths- (bulungi bwansi):, and

traditional cleansing ceremonies. " ■ ■ ' ■ -■ - --'

In most communities, ~ women "perform, the; reproductive, roles, while
men perform .the' productive" roles".""Everi'-:'among- the- community, roles,
men' s roles":, dif f e'r from-women1 s'-rqlesy The "women:-perform-; roles,
like "preparing "food,"-^collecting'- firewood -and' water-while-"the- men

gather, plan, .talk and drink. . _c .. _._,._ _ . ...:--^L>-=, ■ ■ ■,

The impact-of the divi"sibn^o"f~'roles"^between-men:'and'- women:ji "■: ~

•"The "above division "'of ""labour hasVimpl'ications .;-."Some" of- these are
that men haver:'more*"-'social' 'and economical '■ advantagesv~3ecause~- of
this, they also acquire priviledge, status, and popularity, on^the
basis of the economic power they have acquired. In contrast, the

woman, has. a. heavy-work load._ . __r .. ■ ■. •■_•■■■

Reflecting on an earlier training, the facilitator related"the
findings of the group i^ork in a typical village in Lira. From a
typical homestead the: SUme spent on each\of the1-duties; was
analysed. It was found that women spend ah average of 13-15 hours
a day, undertaking domestic "duties.■ TheseAroles are of a type
that are repeated every day.' For women, there is limited- time for
rest and as a result;' the-woman-ages faster.. ■ 1J --■■. ■ ■

The division of labour also has implications for men as well. The

man has time to relax and share ideas. He also gets the
opportunity, to be recognised as an orator, a man of ideas._
Similarly becausero"f -"the Expectations of society,- the'girl^ is not

educated, "because ~she 'does'-'riot ;rie~ed~itr to ■ dig, -; cook/' etc'-- • •

In a brain storming session .,participants identified status as

one of the "effects of the social division:of labour. Status

refers to the hierarchy people in society. It was observed that

people with low status are hardly listened to. Similarly, people

with higher economic status in the home, have the power to

influence others and in some cases, to abuse them. -■

3. PRACTICAL AND STRATEGIC NEEDS

"This is another useful tool in cer.der analysis. iCeeds ar? divided

into two major types namely; the practical and the strategic

needs.

Practical needs: these are immediate needs of people. They are



intended to improve the current or immediate situation, e.g. how

to prepare nutritious meals for the sick, etc. Likewise in

addressing problems like domestic violence, the short term

solution would be to request the woman not to talk back, or to

quickly respond to, the husband's. demands.

Strategic needs:, these are long, term needs, and aim at changing

the underlying causes of abuse and to ultimately change the
situation completely. • ■ - -

Responding, to. the.short term solutions does not solve the

underlying problem. Consequently Short term needs are useful in

enabling the person to cope, with or adjust to a. situation. It was

observed that it is easier.to address the, short _ term'causes.

For example :A beats B. Every body tells B*what-to do, yetrit is

actually..A who has to change his behaviour.

In many domestic violence cases' for instance, the neighbours will

.pretend that .they do not. know what is happening. As a result, the

man gets'confident because.no body bothers him. Hence,- the-abuse
continues'./ "' ■ . -. ■

The participants brainstormed on the causes of wife abuse to

include:.

I
considering it normal ;.

neighbours getting tired of interfering

neighbours getting tired of_helping 'v
neighbours"fearifeg the husband-
the man having a' right to beat his wife as the head of the
family

WRAP UP

The Trainer"explained to the_ participants that the above given

reasons are superficial. The" underlying issue given is that

domestic violence, especially wife battering is accepted

culturally. Indeed, this attitude affects even the Police. It

was therefore emphasised that it is important that the Police

which plays a key role in such matters changes its attitude in
addressing domestic violence. The Police have a duty to transform
themselves first before they can effectively address women and
children rights. In order to be effective, one ought to believe

in the cause so as to convince others. The participants therefore
challenged each other to teach and lead each other.

Participants were advised to have a sufficient understanding of
gender and to be able to be able to explain it.

Qs: participants sought definitions of gender specific and
gender neutral.
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Gender specific: refers to a particular... gender;.. mal_e or female, in

accordance to'its definition in the society." " '-. . . _.j,-.....

Gender neutral: does not refer to a. specific gender." It. deals'. ;

with a person, without referring to a man or a woman...It was.,

pointed out that although it might sound good, gender neutrality

r.av in practice have a negative impact because it assumes that

men and,women are in an equal position in society. ..._.:_,_-_,_..

For example,.when credit institutions offer credit facilities and

require" both men and women to fulfil the., same conditions, these
institutions are being gender neutral." However,' such' gejid_ej^u'___

neutral policies have gender'"specific' implications;-They.-- : _ ..

essentially benefit the. men," because it. is ' therrCwho", have, assets,

influence and the'knowledge" to access the"credit.

The "facilitator ^introduced" the .session^ by.: asking" the' part_ic'ipants
to.' braihstprm^pnjthe'def'ihition ..of', law.."_'. \-• ' ■ - --'.?. /-.—.■■
* "'. ..lLaw^isla_set..of'rules'" put!, down ".to] guide" and regulate the_'.

.„■- " people! s!"behaviour".""' . . .'..-. - ; , e. .:; ' :~
* ";. .It-is"a, set of rules" imposed. . by society to. guide-human ■..

.:. "conduct!: I'l: " ~.. '""'.' * --,.-_■ -:.:..:. .:c .'. = r.:-

Facilitator's Input \

. = , . , ,. .

Law is often perceivedyto refer just to the actual rules i.e. the

content ..or .substance'of the. law. However/VLaw. is a. much, wider

concept." This'is because ' the . law is interpreted by... courts and the

law enforcement agencies which apply the law, like the police.
Consequently, in interpreting the law, the courts use their own

understanding"of the law. As a result, the law is liable to^

being .interpreted differently by different, persons. For example,

because'of-the social attitudes of the police, domestic violence

issues are regarded as private matters and not a. criminal_..-..
assault. Where the police officer has grown.up knowing_that a man

has a right" to beat his wife, ;s/he would accept it as_; a-.nqrm._

Hence societal attitudes and stereotypes are reinforced.--Where
such a man who has beaten his wife is dismissed without- reprimand

by the police, he assumes that it is his right and it is/;. .■

appropriate behaviour. Therefore the structures for law ;■

enforcement: necessarily form part of the legal system or law in

its broad sense.

Likewise, because of the socialisation of the parliamentarians, a

majority of whom are men, there is difficulty and resistance in

passing gender sensitive laws. This also affects the content of

the law. For Example, during the cr-cess of enacting The Land

Actl998,the provision relating to the joint ownership of spouses

of land used for the survival of the family, was absent from the

Act, despite the fact that it was discussed in Parliament,.. and

the majority of the members voted in its favour.



Unless, an effort is'made-to make laws ..gender sensitive' .the
problem will still persist. With more women in parliament and
the. local government it is anticipated that there will be a
women's voice. ■ .......

Drawing from an earlier training of law clerks by the
facilitator, it was found that the clerks served the rich man
first on the pretext that he is busy, and"has limited time. The
woman was served last because she is ■$ patient and

understanding-, g- This example illustrates-the gender impact on
the-law. , Gender-influences the quality ^-of services men-and •
women get from the police and the ^courts-.of law./: ■ .-'-; -\

Another example on how gender influences the law is the

application of the defense of provocation. Provocation;, means; the
losing of self control and acting in the heat^of passion.''"-4-1 •
■Although the defense is supposed to .be gender neutral, in- reality
it relates mostly to men.. Most- women .exercise self control.-when-
angry. She. would-tolerate -the ■ situation until- she- overflows with
anger, that she would easily snap on the.-slightest :thing done to

her. In contrast, a man would react and strike immediately. This
makes the defense more accessible to men. The proportion of

women on murder charges in Luzira is big, because the court does
not take into account .the gender dimension-; of provocation.

The participants citecMife examples, that, fitted into the above.
;W

Qs Whether the number of women on the bench-has improved the
gender perspective ofttlooking at the law.

The number of women oh-the bench has-not automatically improved
the gender sensitivity of the law. Under the legal principle of
precedent, cases of a similar facts, are decided in similar
manner and-the decision of the higher courts-binds "the lower

courts. Although judges-may critique'a particular decision, they
would still be bound by it. Such judges could also easily be
victimised for challenging the status quo. His or her career may
be jeopardized.

In addition women judges may seek to be recognised as ■$ real
judges:^ and not as women judges, hence may act like typical
men.

Merely being a woman does not make one gender sensitive. Gender
sensitivity does not apply to any specific sex.

Discussions

The participants" observed that there is increased gender
sensitivity. They were hopeful that with time societal attitudes
towards gender will further improve. The facilitator, however
cautioned that time alone.will not influence gender if practical



stepS'-are.-.nbt---taken-to-change the situation. For example,--had -

some]parents" not-taken- their-daughters to school, there would be
no"women professionals. .. In. this regard, the initiative of the
Uganda- Police-to- train its officers in gender was commended, as a

step "hat would yield positive change.

The facilitator emphasized that gender issues are changeable and
dynamic.-They change.. from:-time . to time, and from, place to place.
For example,,in_develpped^countries where, there is .scarcity of

hired domestic labour, participating in- the reproductive: work

has become has become a gender concern to the extent that men are

seeking^paternity-leave;,torlook^ after. their: children.-. /-■;-.-.: ; .

The issue of domestic violence was of repeated interest to the

participants. It was lamented that as long as domestic-violence
is seen as a private matter, and as part of culture,_ it is likely

to continue unabated. Questioning the causes. of> domestic, violence
it was argued that domestic violence is not part of our culture.

The'rculturerof wife^beating-"is a"-recent-.. development-.-It. is
therefore important.-to:forge- mechanisms "that can- deal: with it in

the-rpresent-era.-.--;._'_ -..- : --^ . .;-. "■_ '"-'■:■'■ ]:'

The hand^olits on- Gender ..were;given out- at .the end of the session.

Wadnesday,- 13; January-&999:: ■ - - :. --.:-■; ;. ■:.-..-;. _ ■■ - -

REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS DAY .*

Responding to the concerns raised in the end of day evaluation

report,-.the participants were ■ re-assured that the topic of gender

would be revisited in the preceding discussions. Their fears for
not having completely understood the session, although they found

it very interesting and relevant were allayed. It was explained

that such .difficulty-.is. common,in situations, where the topic of
gender is novel to the participants. In response to the above, a

revision was done on the salient issues of gender.

THE WOMAN IN UGANDA --" ■ "

EXERCISE:

The participants were requested to develop the profile of a

typical woman in Uganda. For the purpose they were divided into

three groups with each group developing the profile of a rural

woman-,- an urban woman and; a poor urban woman respectively. The

division would enable the participants to confirm whether or not

w:r.e:. had similar needs and concerns regardless of che socio-

economic context in which they live.

Participants were required to do the following:
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Task 1

Describe the woman: what does she do; what are the-concerns;

why; what are her consequences, her achievement; her income'and
source; her relationship with the men in her life; if married her
gender relations; how does she relate to her husband; number of
children she has; education level;

Task 2 ■ .

Having developed the profile, each group identify the needs
(practical and strategic or basic) for the survival and ■

development of the woman. - .. ■ . . ....:.

The participants were given a handout on the exercise, to refer
to during the discussion. ' ' "

.Group- reports -,,r- ....;" . _. . ■" ". r \~ _ " . ""_

Group 1: - A - rural. woman - * - ■. ' . " ' . ' .' ~ I . - J ' '. , .

she does -all the. work in the home; digging, booking after

the children, animals, cooking, building houses .. '. : _.,."

earns very little; she only gets new clothing on eventful

days e.g. Christmas, Iddi,

lives in grass thatched -.houses, sleeps on a grass.bed ,
married by bride wealth, marriages are- polygamous

she produces 6-KJ,. children

very few depend an their husbands; most support their

husbands '. w ■ '*'\"-
no education or very little ."$■

know little about legal rights
redress is from the clan leaders

she is submissive and accommodative because of failure to
know her legal rights

Practical Needs:

Plates, clothes , nutritious food, good homes," beds',-" water,
containers, body cream " ."■..■

Strategic Needs:

Land, permanent houses, farms, money

GROUP 2 : URBAN POOR ENVIRONMENT

the woman toils for a living but what he earns is for
consumption

work; brewing alcohol, selling food stuffs, prostitution,
sell of children of their'relatives,

. where they live; poor hygiene, hectic environment,

marital status; single, widows from other areas, concubines
No of children; 0-10, most of them are fatherless
many are self employed
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Education-levels illiterate or semi-illiterate- , /

little knowledge: of legal rights,- they often consult _.

neighbours and local councils and rarely the police ;.

they are not healthy enough

gender- relations ;. women rely on men and depend on them,

although are economically dependant _ . .„..

Practical Needs: ...„_■_■ ~-, .... . ;. ... ...; .-./ ■;*..-• ■■-.".

- water,.-good accommodation, sanitation, poor drainage

systems. :. ■ v ,;;.-.; ■_. -..";; . " ■..-■.■■■ ■ -."-■" ~ . -:~;

Strategic Needs:

- _■ small;; scale-, industries #_ self help projects, . :_ ;■_.. . . :

- - : education;,-ordinary levei...educatipn..to_ graduates_:~E_. , _
- ■ : work;, teacher, nurse,; police/- secretary,-, businesswomen.

-i -..living^conditions- ;;:2-3. bedroom, house,., electricity,-, ;. _ ■■

;--. water; .telephone,, boys quarters-,; household., help, personal

"marital status; cohabitees; and civil;, marriages- ->- ?. .

No of children; 2-4 children ,j

--:: :■;: Conditions;;, 4O.-4Sv%. are. dependent- on men while. 55.-60V are

independent ^ ; _v. _~\ ;_ ." :.i\.:- ..- v :■ ■ ";. ..... "
knowledge of legaf'rights; she has legal knowledge but due
to socialisation, she is unlikely to ^ercise it ■ .
Redress of wrongi; they rely on friends and family for
arbitration, relatives, FIDA, counselling from other

professional people,

outward appearance; fit, responsible, confident.

Practical Needs: , ...

counselling . ■ . - ■ ■..„..--

Strategic Needs: =.,..-.. ■ ■ .. ; - ■ ■ .:..'"

increase the percentage of independence, ..

more income,

needs land so that she can get a loan,

take careers in other fields,

increase knowledge of legal rights,

PLENARY SESSION ."'...

The facilitator guided the participants to discuss,, the

differences and similarities between the different groups. This

v== done to help the ;ar::;i:^^:5 appreciate zhe common needs .of

the woman in Uganda. It was found that the differences were more

in terms of material conditions than in practical needs and

strategic needs.
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Although, it is assumed that urban women are knowledgeable of
their rights than the rural women both are equally.ignorant. Even
women lawyers may not" know; their rights '. Education" does riot
necessarily infer knowledge of the law. ~~.\

The case of domestic violence was discussed to illustrate the
vulnerability of women. A middle class woman may know"the law
buc fail to enforce her rights for fear of letting^others know
that she also faces domestic violence. In addition the law

enforcement environment is not conducive. Most police" stations
regard domestic violence as a family matter and are not very -
helpful.

The facilitator used the illustration of~a'cartoon "of the'police
officer and a judge to show the rigidity and the danger of
regarding domestic violence as a private matter,. The first time
the woman reported being battered she only had bruises:: Both the

police and the.judge told her to return home as her dispute with
the_husband was/a domestic matter..The second time she' went to
report she had"lost an eye through the same assault and they

still hesitated to intervene. The third time, she lost an arm and
this time the man was cautioned. The next time (and last) the

judge and the police only saw her in a coffin. She was killed by
the husband. ■"■. - ■ ■;

The whole exercise of^rawing the portrait of the woman helped to

lay a basis on the discussion on rights.. = ■ " -

THE LAW RELATING TO WOMEN'S RIGHTS 1%v'

H ...

A Law of Marriages'

The facilitator began by asking the participants to reflect on
whether and why the marital status of a woman is important at
law. The responses were: ' . . '

* it is her right to be married '- :"' : :
* society expects her to be married in order to be respected
* marriage affects the division of labour in a home" _ " ' "
* marriage entitles the woman to share in the matrimonial
property

* she gets social and official recognition

* she only has sexual relations with her husband

The participants were urged to reflect on the above rights and
obligations while discussing the law relating to marriage.

Types of marriage

The participants brainstormed on the different types of marriages
to assess their understanding on the subject.
Facilitator's input
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Customary marriages :. This is-, a,-;, marriage^.. conducted..-in; accordance

with.the .customs of a"particularri community, or tribe .-"Jn; Uganda,
customs differ from one community/tribe" to'.another. -There are";

different modes of. carrying out customary.marriages. A common

feature is the payment of bride-wealth and the fact that
cuscomary marriages are potentially polygamous. The customary

marriage should be registered-with. the.Sub-county, chief .within 6

months. It is also... important to'go_._with at-;.least; 2^ people, who;

witnessed, the.'.marriage.-.Non-registration;; however, "'does; not

nullify "the marriage. ''■>..;.■: ■"-'-■":--- '~*.-_\\ ."■?-.-.L': \. . '.' ..■ ::7.:-...\ " _'.

Civil marriage V :-_fhis";inclucies-'.' the ^Church/ marriage and ■ that.; ';
celebrat~ed'at^the\.Registrar General office' or^the" Chief -; _;; "_^

'.Aidinxnistratiye-VOf ficer^'CCAOX ."^"I'-i'.-l '..7-Z~r'"" 'CM'^"-. :. "./—-'. .
~The parties must" be"at" least "21"years""and if below,'-the^parents

must give permission. The marriage must be celebrated* in"-a ";

licensed place and must be witnessed by at least._2^adults ___. _ _ .

(besides-;.the:; priest: or _the-.. licensed-officer)-..- Before; t_hev,-;;-^;--

marriage-y notice^must-;b<lrgiven. to., the-. publicV-I (banns) ~at£least 21
days=i.in"advance.r;'These^marriages:.are:.monogamous;, one-man/"one.; '

woman".:.--.'1..1". 'L,_. "..'■'..-.;' :t~ ..:;:.:.•;.' ' ''- '.„■;_"■.. J J'_ .." _-\. .', :..- ::=T ... 1-..'■""

Sharia marriages :This is a marriage celebrated in accordance;"

with Sharia-.Law;.r..The\man -must- give -a;.gif t:.-.;;(MAHARI)_^to...the;.woman.

It is the"woman""to ^harn^ "what she ' would ". like, as -MAHARI".' It" may be
monetary or a physical\property or" a"future "commitment". ' The~
parties must be at least 18 years. If the woman is below 18, than

the man must-seek, consent;, from the- parents.. However, , the. Uganda

Constitution providesAthat the^minimum age' for marriage is. 18..

years. ' !..."'.-. "'.-..■..■.■ ■ .: '. '. . ' . - ..~

Hindu marriages: This marriage'is celebrated in accordance with

the Hindu religion... They are monogamous in nature..:.. ..-

Rights .and duties in marriage... . ,'-/~^ .. V ■. ._._.. .. . :,-,. . -.. .

The participants.drainstormed on the rights and duties'within a

marriage.. There were rights and obligations "quoted .which are not

legal requirements, but social requirements, for example the

right to children.

Facilitator1s Input

The following rights are recognised at law:

* the right to sex

* the right to live together ■ ' ■

* the right to each other's company

* certain property rights. The spouses have a user right. A

T.a :■_■_ = :: wcrr.ar. h=3 a righi -^ acquire property ir. her owr. rijhc

and name. All other property acquired during the marriage is

presumed to belong to the man unless the wife can show evidence

that it or part of it is hers.
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The duties are:

* maintenance: bf-'-'the" children and the spouse--."..This-- right. largely

falls on the man"since" it was' traditionally the man who had the

means to maintain the" family and the law^ has~ not been changed.

However, the maintenance refers to both non-monetary and monetary

contributions. - " ' ' . • ~

For a- better discussion of the'rights-and duties in marriage,-a

role play was presented.' -It portrayed a man sending, away his.wife

on the" basis of her age" and inability to please him in-bed.-.He

was ready to marry a young wife. The wife insisted that she. could

only go if she was allowed to take part of the matrimonial

property." When; he refused, she'went' to the: police, station where

she got no help. The police officer reinforced the" view that, the

property belongs to the man since she-came into, the: marriager.with
nd property. v"- <? r. ; .?. .._-■_. -^ . _. ■;:. .c:. ■ .-::;:!;: ;■;::

Right to prbpertyV- "' --.-'.-. ■-• ■ ■?; ■=_■.:; ..-. "--'". ' ■■ ■■■ " "

The law provides that a married-woman can■■ acquire., property in her

own 'right, 'using her own:, means . Apart" from" this,: all" other, v

property belongs to"-the" man/ unless the" woman has. proof that she

contributed to its acquisition. The courts require documentary

proof.

-Thevlaw is-'unfair by .failing to. recognise'ithe' non-monetary -

contributions-"of -married women. : ■■ - ' ■: .--■"■'■ ■ ..••-■:

Participants" were asked to keep in mind.-trie profiles of the rural
woman, of the woman i»n a poor" urban area and the woman in an
urban middle class in order 'to decide what advice is possible if

such a woman comes seeking advice. The following ideas were

generated: ■ . . .

- seek to mediate between the husband and wife so that the man

can see reason and the needs of the woman

- liaise and cooperate with the magistrate in the area or LCs- or

women's organizations in the area

- advise parties {especially men) to write wills in. which they

give property to their spouses, in order to better protect them

and the children.

INHERITANCE

The facilitator defined inheritance as the dividing and

distribution of property of a deceased person. There are two ways

of inheritance : Interstate succession; where no will is left and

Testate succession where the deceased distributed his/her

property by will before dying.

Sharing property on intestacy

* The widow/widows are entitled to share 15% of the net estate of
the deceased.
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* All children J-6f the -'deceased- share-' 75% of the-estate.. This
applies to both girls and boys, those born in marriage or ir

outside the marriage. The Administrator General may at his
discretion take into account the relative age of the children
(the interests of the very young who cannot look a^ter

themselves) ■_*;._...

* THe'traditional-heir takes-I* ■

* All"'other'-persons :who--were fully_ dependent on the deceased

share-"9% of 'the" estate . ' "■'■

The only property shared out is that which belonged to the -
deceased/If the woman owned part of the property, she must show
proof of this, so that her share is separated-.from the"--deceased

before distribution. '-'• - " ■'■' ■ r"" ''.- "" -■.--■-- -"■_"'

It is only the Administrator General who can advise a family on
how to divide the property of a deceased who leaves no~will'..---It

is an offence for any person to meddle in the property of a
deceased without the authority of the Administrator-General-or a
court-brderr1'-^-- --'-■-■ - - ■_ .-■-•■■- .---■■--

Whe're a-'wi'dbw/er1 or -orphan seeks your help,"- advise -them--to
•reVory:to^the"'rAdmIhistfator General's Officer in case..their is no

C-'-wil-r? -The Administrator: 'General is represented in each district

:by ^the'-CAO^ i^yffxce---'- ;"■;" " ;,„'""' :-..'"'-.

■~ 'Succession" where •■"there; is "a will '■_"'•■"'
"■Where-^a :p'ers"pir;dies .haViiig "made a valid will, succession to

: 'his/hVr.-estfatfe! is in;-. acc;6rdanc'e:-with the^will". A will is a
statement (wri'tten or' oral) in which the fishes of a person are
stated on how his/her^ property should be 'shared out after his/her
death. It may also state where a person may want to be buried and
give the name of a person who will be responsible for making sure

his/her wishes are carried out once he/she dies( executor).-

The participants were given a handout with more detailed,
information on the law of inheritance. Also handed out was a
standard format for'making a will. (Both document as are annexed

to this report) .' ": - '"■"-_"" "

RAPE AND DEFILEMENT

The participants worked in groups using the following case

studies:

Case study on rape

"One night Mary goes out with John, a close friend, for a

drink. Every time Mary requested to be taken back home, John

called for "one for the road". Mary got drunk. On realizing
— '—i -^ — — v* - ' ' — _~ - — '-^ ~ ■ - — — '— * — '*~* -'■.'-*_-' M n **"~av 'l-/— ^ c ^
I S. ',. a--'- Afda CJ1 : ,< , JO.... ■ Uv; i.C - -~ ^ -1'- ■- —-/ « —O Sw

angry an John cricking her. She could not walk home because

she was drunk. She decided to sleep-in the sitting room. She

woke up in the middle of the night to find John on top of

her having sexual intercourse. She pushed him off. The next
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day she went home but felt so ashamed that she did not tell
anyone." Two days later .realised-that she :had an STD. She
reported-'to the police". - - - .. _ _: : „:-*"_

Group report " ■ ■ ^ ■

Interview her gently. Find out what she was wearing (dress +
panties) at the time, especially if she had not" washed them.
Refer her, for .medical examination. Interview, others who were at
the drinking joint. Arrest John, take him for medical examination
and get a statement from him. Encouraged the victim to relax
counsel- her .etc.- '-■■ ■ .-.■■■ . ■ . :- .-, - . ■.-—.--

Weaknesses in the law: . ; , ■■.--"*.■ -_■ "'_- - ■

- courts delays in handling rape cases . ■ . ..;.' i'v'.

DEFILEMENT.

Case' studies.-on defilement : ■ - :. - :..'■',. . . ... .-. " / ' ."- "
"Simolo is a very beautiful girl with an inquisitive" mind.
One day the -teacher tells them, about. the AIDs virus. 'He.-

-promises to show, any girl, how to use: a condom. Simolo is' 13
years but ■ looks-like: a mature: woman . of :over_.20 . One evening

she took a packet of condoms to the teacher: so", that she is
shown how to use a condom. She has sexual intercourse with
the teacher who actually finds out that:she.is not.a .virgin.
Simolo's: friend.^see her sneaking, out of the. house at night

They report her. to-'the headmistress:-""-. It is established that
Simolo had sexual intercourse with the teacher.

A report was made to the headmistress

- she immediately tried to establish the truth
- the headmistress should apply 1st aid, e.g. to.stop excessive
bleeding ■.-,_■• ' ,

- she should immediately confine-the teacher-confined '
- she should report to the police station, together with the gi-1
{Simolo) and, where possible the confided teacher.

The police will

- register the case

- cake the girl and teacher for medical examination
- ir the teacher had not been confined, police should be
dispatched to arrest the teacher, after which he is to be taken
tor medical examination

-gather exhibits {clothing, condom used, bedding," etc.)

Advice to the victim

- bring witnesses to the police station
-.witnesses are supposed to help in the investigations and to
give evidence in court
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.--if it -is"-a-boarding-school) ^the^girl'1 s. parents must be-.informed
- -since "the-""gir£'-looks .-..like armature".woman,., the. parents, .must be
advised to 'get' her birth " certif icatel'as.-proof of age

- counsel the parents"-and the girl>:, „...

. - parents'may'be advised '.to transfer the girl to another school
so" as to protect her from'public ridicule.

Weaknesses in: the- Iaw-U . ;. ?;/ -:: _
- Parents and the'.-girl "may come-under-pressure to. settle the case
out of court/- especially—to. ^avoid-enmity,-

- witnesses may be infiuencecL-to':.side with the offender -.\ .
- exhibits-may-be compromised ordost K.'_- ■:-'■-■ :._- : _ - .- ;-'- '-_.

- excessive-delay .'between-.the ""defilement. and^the. actual., trial.._ -

- Witnesses' lose interest 'and the victim herself ..grows.,and -is..:
unwilling, to continue'-with-^the: case'.--; :;,- ^-.""^ ^h^rirfz -sirxr^'-'

- inade'guate resources:-,-for "adequate"4nvestigations x;_, ^nryy ::-

- since it ^is-^capital-;offence ;fVthere^is^the."3 65.:_daySi:xo

release of suspects. "" :'~-m~tr'~l- -. :
- the capital nature of the offence prevents many victims and
relatives to withdraw their cooperation.

c. ■ --
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Facilitator's Input on rape case study
. 1/ Rape is having carnal knowledge of a woman without her consent
or where the-consent is obtained by fraud, intimidation, false
pretence or through a. trick.. ■ . ■ ,."...

2. Carnal knowledge is proved by the slightest penetration;
inserting the man's penis into the vagina,

3. it is not necessary that there be ejaculation, . semen;
4. It is important that in rape, cases all possible evidence is
preserved, including panties, dresses, scratches etc. For this
purpose, rapes should be.-reported as soon as possible. -

5. A woman's sexual history is irrelevant in determining the fact
of rape. Even prostitutes .can be raped. .. ■ , ■.

7. It is not necessary that there are injuries. Having- injuries
only strengthens the:evidence/ If -they are there,'the case is
only strengthened.-.-£_. ■; .-..-. -.--■

8. Police should advise police.surgeons, and. medical-doctors on
what kind of evidence-is valuable..in court... This will- facilitate

. better :medicar'.reports which can support' a successful
prosecution. " .-

Facilitator's input in defilement case study
1. Defilement occurs if a man has sexual intercourse with a girl
below the age of 18 years

2. It is immaterial that the girl was not -a-.virgin at the time of
defilement

3. Men are under an obligation to ascertain the exact age of the
girl. w. \\,

Some problem areas : jt

- There is only one police surgeon who is male. Traumatised
children find it almost impossible to talk or be examined by a
male immediately after a defilement.

- More police surgeons are required throughout the country.

Perhaps all medical doctors could-be authorized to examine.
Police should liaise with medical school so that their training
includes aspects of criminal evidence.

The hand outs on the laws relating to women were handed out at
the end of this session

THURSDAY 14 Jan 19 9 9

The racilitator started by summarizing the law governing
marriages, divorce and matrimonial property, inheritance, race
and defilement.

EXERCISE-:

The facilitator gave out a handout on the exercise of developing
a profile of an urban and rural child to guide them in the grouo
discussion.

Group reports
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- Group 1" ' Profile of an urban child . .. ■. ■=.." ■ ": --"* "*"-*■" "I '_,'.t

- This child lives in or around, a' town > - -.L ' ."

- the child needs food," shelter, clothing;, medical,' guidance and

care, in order to grow -" -

- Most children cannot provide for themselves. They-;_are_ almost

entirely dependent on adults. .. : . ■ " -. " /■';

- Most children in towns have some time to play ■ but-the- time

depends on. the-age and sex.of the■ child. They- tend■to'play with

siblings,'"parents" and peers....;-,- -.. . ~ '-" "-■ :- '•.'--"-•- "_','"]'"

- How the ..children spend their time: .bathing, going- to- school,

"reading," playing, "watching TV. Children who do not go to school

spend..the. day cleaning -and. helping around the 'home, "asj casual _

■■■laboursV"""playing" and caring for younger siblings -."-""■-v ■;-:,.-'
.- ther nature^ of -.work-.-^jdependsj-.-on.cthe 'sex'vof--"the ; child. ;_-~3'"; ,
GirlV will" help around the house e.g. cooking',^-'cleaning etc::'

- The amount of work done by a child also depends on the .sex and

age. Older children tend to do more. :--• ■" '"-'"~J"~C

- Different...people- are^ responsible: for- the"-- welfare- of _the'--" ""'-^
children;, these..include-.parents,-."guardians",- neighbours,- relatives

: and_ teachers' ~ ' ..._- -,- /r, .;_..; - . .: . -r ■-■-t^" -"--' ."„/",.' "U"

---■■ common^p'roblemsV'; inadequate- food, _ shelter^ education,;; child"._

abuse""!_" ":" 1|..7':^.. . ^ ■: -Ji- \..-/ \. '.."'' ---■ °':j;'; 'z? ~" "'".;"".'.'
~£--"Comm6n:.'diseas_es "-..-'malafia,..! wounds: sustained durihg-play;'"" __:'

diarrhea,";7.skin ."disease-because-, of poor-envirohmeht, lack-of_

finaneial'suppo'rt ^and-negligence -of paren.ts^and:' guardians-. ■; ~'; |_

---Town "children tend to'have .and exerciseAa-right' of expression;

a child's opinion is often appreciated by'parents and teachers..

-.In case-of problems?- the" child tends" to confine in the mother,
father, a relative, family friend, neighbour, a,teacher or-friend

-..The child's expectations from"'the community include education,

love, acceptance, recognition, praise, assistance, security and

guidance. - - .- ._.-_ ---■ - ■ - ■

- Customs which" promote'children1s welfare and needs are rare-in

an turban area. '-

'Group 2 The profile of a rural child ■ . - ..

-The child lives in a home-

- needs food to grow .. _ ._ ...... ; ---

- cannot provide for her/himself; depends on "the parents;
- the child is under the care and supervision of the parents

- the rural child spends the day helping parents with various

duties, including peeling, cooking, washing clothes, fetching

water, caring for younger siblings and digging

- the child will normally have some time to play with siblings

and age mates; the time available to play will-depend on the

r.u?,Drr cr csocls "'^ s '"Of? - v'^srs ^'^srs 2."~i rncre o-scols.. ~nne

work can be shared thus allowing each child more time for1

leisure;

- the welfare of the child is the responsibility of the parents

- common problems include sicknesses, inadequate shelter and food



quality

trition; thfdfseasis^eflf^ S g' ouads- ™the child lives ses reflect the environment in which
- If a child is sank -i t- -i « «-u ■

care; by administering medicina/he'h^ to P the necessary

---

nL?y
- Parents -expect
them. -- -:-,.:..:,

to'thW ^™nts -girls
3 to* ^irlathlrs

ined, and. to- respect

; for; by'the '.parents^d

was

Discussions " " ■■■■■'.' — ■■"-

.- co^naltiesaamon?rthfded^°^"^Y difference
that there werrmLeiimTfarities'th^H0^^- The
of-the-children,: their-needs and e™^^^"^- The P
which" they" do etc" werp t^i = t ^ec5atlons< the type of
on the needs of the children arlSV^ 5aSUitatOr-thenIn plenary, the DartX,T identified by the groups.

the righ^'of tVe Chilian The^artfc"^ tO a ^^ ^lining
the needs with the recjnised rights±C1PSfS attei"Pted to match

Shelter

Clothing

Education
i i ——

Health

Love

Protection

Right to be cared for by
parents

..

Right to be cared for'by'the
children

-do-

Right to education

Right to medical treatment-
_

(participants were unable to
link this need with a specific
right under the Children's
Statute)

.—_

and protection

The facilitator used this exercise to emphasize the fact that
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children's rights are not fiction,, or irrelevant or" ah :> ^attempt by

government ,to_ make - children unruly .'The- law'^responds. tq-actual

needs of- the children, both in rural and urban-'areas*. The rights
are specific to children because of'their "vulnerability. The law

tries to ensure the children's welfare and development,especially
in case of parer.cs/guardians who may ignore their " - .

responsibilities ...The law also enables" Uganda-to';'fulfil-its ■'

international obligations under the United Nations-Convention on
the Rights, of the Child..'-The law is also there 'to-'deal'^with .the
problem, of •■ child abuse in our- societies .'■■'■■"- ■'■"".' .V,. .■ .;2/ V ■." ■

THE LAW RELATING TO CHILDREN'S RIGHTS ?"(facilitator; Svinputf .

-l.: There ;are~4. brpadUareas~of~tHe ^right's "for'the""lchild,:-_namely,

a) survival:/- ."which-:provide ' for ;the basic needs_.Tqf cacgrowing/..

b) development_-_ which give children optimum opportunity-to.'"

develop: as ^responsible citizens ■"-■:"*.."■- \r"^ r.r^"""'-^"'-^^!!".----
■ _c)_..protection:_- which 'seekc-to-protect-', children-'frbtn abuse _and
;pr6te.ction-r\:"^ -:-r.:r"r-_ .- :'.:"~rs :;-:;■ s:\. ""V"-.. " ".-.:.:-/■:/. ;^T- f

d) participation - which encourage children to participate. "'

The .facil'i;tator-;harided:out cards-."with specificr-right's^ [andV'a'sked
the participants ..to place~-them. in the"relevant'■'column"of"/type ' of

;' right^.-"The^aim was to get":the participants"-to~-unders"tanjf*that the
- law- responds;, to/the^ different needs and • arsb."to ■ provide ' an' '" ■
.opportunity to/discussV'.each of -the.. righ£sir"""..v . ■ '~-'-'\ _-.:::' '

SUPPORT. FOR-AND ENFORCEMENT OF CHILDREN1 S^ RIGHTS . ': ■-"■"-"■"' "'
\ ■ ■ \ .- -.- ;■--■ " '■- ; ■ '■■■: ;:;:: .■'"'.'"■

This session aimed ta enable the participant to understand how
children's rights can be enforced,-'paying particular attention to
the individuals and institutions with duties and. powers-'under the
children's, statute. " -. ■ . f: .■_ -^. :"- -'- .-. .:"!-*■_

To involve the participants, one volunteered to/be" a/child, with
all the: rights explained earlier.' She wrote oh;:sepa.rate_ cards the
people /institutions she would go to "if any"-or" her" rights was
threatened or violated. Other participants were later on-, asked to
add to the list if they had other people/institutions which the
volunteer had not indicated. The complete list was as follows:-

Neighbours relatives parents
age-mates Administrator General teachers

doctors court ■ ■' ■ friends
boytriend Probation officer" FIDA "
courts local council officers
religious leaders

Participants discussed what rights each of the identified people
might respond to or why a child might approach such a person.'
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Facilitator's Input ,

--The Children's Statute imposes the primary'responsibility on
providing for the child and respecting the basic rights of the
child on the parents. This includes both father and'mother If
the parents fail to comply with this duty, the., parents commit
orfences under both the Children Statute and the Penal Code Act
- The other people identified above do not .have .specific-duties
BUT the Children's Statute provides that'the everyone'in the
community has a duty to protect children's rights..'Therefore, if
any person in the community has information .that,the rights of a
child are being abused, such .person is under an'obligation to
report the matter to the. relevant authorities. ...-,-._ .... -
- The-Statute also provides'that local'councils"have a 'duty to
promote the^wellbeing of children.in their area. Thus_it is the
duty of-LCs._ to-ensure that-parents are complying with "their
duties- (providing food/ education, 'taking them'"for medical ...
treatment) . ....--■-

- Local-Councils have the duty to.look after ..orphans'and lost'
children in their area. This includes trying to'trace the'parents
of lost children, informing the parents, finding "foster parents
for orphans.

- The police and the" probation and social welfare" 'officers have
special duties under the Children's Statute. Upon, receiving -
reports that any child is likely to face significant harm.i.V.
anything likely to place the.life/health bf the child in danger,
these officials are uilder a duty to take the. concerned child into
their custody. Example^ of actions which,, may amount, to"-"-. - - ..
significant harm include: physical torture", hard labour", " sexual
exploitation. The police officer will act'4 if the LCs fail to
handle the matter. T#e police should not remove any child"from an
area without first informing the Secretary for. Children1s Affairs
except in emergency or exceptional circumstances.
- A place of safety may be an established children's home, a
temporary place of refuge, ■ a responsible individual's or at the
police station. However, such a child should not be kept together
with the criminal suspects.

- If-" the Secretary for Children's Affairs'receives a report on
violation of a child's right, he/she is to summon the person
under a duty to protect the right. This will enable the two, to
discuss the situation and to require the parent/guardian to
rectify the situation. Failure of the parent to'comply with
undertaking proper care for the child would result in such a
parent or guardian to be summoned to the L.C. sitting as a court.

The Family and Children's Court

The facilitator asked the participants to narrate their ■
experience in court.

Learning Points;

- ordinary courts are intimidating to the adults.
- Ordinary courts and their procedures were considered unfriendly
and inappropriate.
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- The court_environment is considered threatening because^of^the
strict formality. --■'.:::■ :-. --■■:■:■ - " - -"...■. ■_ - -—"'".:.. "''"~'."'^

- Counsel -and -procedures "."for::cr6ss"examination is frightening

Facilitator's Input: :- " . ■ , • ' "

The facilitator relied on the above to demonstrate the need for a

different -type of ■ court to cater for-children.- ;_ :.. j""'~." "

* The-Family arid/Children1s Court:is'established under the

Children's Statute purposely.to_cater"for the/jieeds of.
children.-> ■'■ - '-:'-~ ..-..:.■ ...... .^ -.. = ■ ~~ ---■

* The Magistrate Grade II court have been designated Family

and Childrenvs Courts -{FCC) :-for -the purposes of :"t he-'■Children's
Statute.--- —■■----•"" -'-"■ . -■-■:''"-■-,- - "-. :Z --"-- 2C ---^r-rrr.^

:.■ ---<£;&

* - The--FCC-"receivesj'apperars from' the L.C. i court1."*

* The FCC must operate in an informal manner withoutvundue".

regard to technicalities,, for example the, child rdoes not. sit

"'■'■ in- the" witness;' box',~'the~''pbTicV of f ice'rs and:._ther"prison/;.

■:". - : warders5'do7'hot- put-' on" uniform :etc . \'_ " ' " ; * "' \_ \ ;"."r""

'*""■■• -- It^is^not; ah' open court:;: members of' the publfic: are. not; to be
'.-:^'admi£'ted.-Only parents/guardians/" the probation'and social

:•_;_ -welfare^-bfficer-^and witnesses' are to* be~ allowed/into the

court room. The-court" has"" the"'discretion to allow "any other
person to attend the session. '\

* -.-:: -BothT the--'magistrate "and",other court^officials" must "use
language" and7 techni'gues which are non-threatening .

■■■■ • -"-■■■- ■■. .--v - - -; ■ -.-■ -^- - ,: . - -
Roles and responsibilities"of children . . -

In a brainstorming-session-participants discussed whether or not

the law expects children to have responsibilities. It was. agreed

and the'-facilitator confirmed that the Children's statute

provides-for certain responsibilities, including: \: .../"■

*'to"respect the parents ' ■■ "'".!''.
* to render reasonable-assistance to the parents '"'"

* to work for the betterment of the family

* to respect the community . - - ■

* to contribute to the welfare of the constitution

* to contribute'to "the integrity of the country

* to preserve the strength of their culture

* to be tolerant

Children who are offenders

The age of criminal responsibility is 12 years. A child of below
12 years is not criminally responsible for his or her criminal

aczs. Wnere such a child commits an offence s/he is"treated as

one in need of care and guidance. Such a child is taken to a
reformatory school for purposes of being rehabilitated into a
responsible child, but not to punish.



Where a child of 12 years and above commits an of feiice," ;s/he" mav
be taken to an L/C- court or a--Family and Children Court".""" . "

The L.C. courts are courts of 1st-instance in case-'a child
commits any of the following offences: . .-■ "- - -

Affray (s.74 PCA) , Common assault(s.227. PCA) , Actual -bodily"
harm(s.228 PCA), Idle and disorderly with the exception of
loitering(sv. 1S2PCA) Theft (s.245 PCA) Criminal trespasses .286
PCA) Malicious: damage to property (s.315;PCA) - -■■-—■—-.
N.B. LCs have no powers to detain children in

Where the child commits an offence and is taken to the" police,
the, law; requires that the police interviews"" the child-in'the ':
presence of the parent or the Secretary for Children Affairs"or
in her absence,:*in the-presence'of a-probation'and-welfare
of f icer:..<cr..r - "-:*,.. .-■ ~±,. .:." .>; /:. r.:-:;: =......;!."_:. .--

The police may,, at their discretion decide whether'"the-"offence is
serious enough. If not, the child "is warned-arid-released to the
parent or guardian. Where the offence is serious,""the police must
keep. the. child in a separate cell."" A-child should-not be kept
with.an adult ."of fender or;suspect-.: A female "child, "must-tie placed
under the care of a female police-officer-'- ■ - ? -:r

The police should not&detain a child offender for more than 24
hours before taking, tfc^fe .child to the" FCC^-The":court may order the
child to be remanded in any place it considers safe.
The Children Statute.iobliges each L.C. duty to provide a safe
place for the custody of child .suspects .:" ■ ■- '

PROFILE OF A VICTIM OF' VIOLENCE

The facilitator asked each participant to close his/her eyes for
a minute and visualise a woman or girl"'victim of gender-based
violence. The participants visualised a-victim as being:angry
tearful, nervous, ■ upset, frightened,-- hopeless," "' - '-■".

Facilitators input: " -■'■-'''

Victims of gender based violence, have common characteristics,
namely:

Fearful; hopelessness,- self blame; low self esteem"; accept
oppression as normal; lack trust; withdrawn; cringing;
nervous.

SKILLS IN HANDLING AND INVESTIGATING CRIMES OF VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN AND CHILDREN

The participants were divided into 3 groups. One group was given



the task of'identifying" offences against^women and;children, .
their causes and the , procedure" ta. be ."taken _by ^the/police'when

-"such" crimes are- committed"!": - ' ■'-■ --: ■ ' '■■■■■;r-"■=■• " -—' ''" "" ' _ .

Group 2 was given the task of identifying the key components of

interviewing skills. . _ - ' , " .,.-. . :

Group 3-"was g'iVeri"'the task- of highlighting-"the' steps to be taken
at a scene of .crime. ■ ■. - , ...-.■■--

.. ,.-. . r. - — ;.Group Reports and Plenary Discussion^ _ ■ '_'^"[ .

Group 1 . .. _ ■ ':.[C^".^-< '-i'^-i • ■ .,'l-.-"--
Offences'against" women "_'._" ~'"."".;..."- -/. "^ "_■"*.- "C " ,. .. . .. .■-. :.:~".
-'"rape-— "-■ -■ "; - ■ " ""---''defilement ' " ~~" " ■ .. ''■ ... l;^-;.-. .:

- attempted rape . \ - incest,. c _,■_._._. ■_ _. 7, "" .. .'rr.,'.'.l_.-''>^' '
- indecent assault " :' ' ' - prostitution"^" " ..„ . , ".,"" L'-.C^; ;
- abduction - elopement ~*

- unnatural offence - common assault :>Fi.-.v;i, >-> %.%:-r '

- assault with grievous bodily harm ^'"~jJl^VC^"■I"-;-^.""" 7- '■".

Causes '" L'\,~]^l

- Poverty ■ ._ . „.-..„.. -. -^.- ■:V,~',-1 ■
- drinking ■■-.,--. " ' " '-""" " ■■•.. I : -.'.'V

Action to be taken by the police :>:-v. ■:-.-.
-protect the. victim. ■ against-further abuse1,.,,"/ ".:....' . ■■" .-,.

r;--'prbtect the0'"victim "and^suspect- against 'tithe press .. .._ . "
- have a female polic^ officer "to'assist"in'interviewing'the'
victim (or some otherxx;espectable..femalex:- for example, members of

the L.C. council, women within the barracHs)

- visit scene ot crime, with Scene of Crime Officer . .,

- collect the' necessary exhibits ~. ,.; ' ". . " . _

- record statements from'witnesses

- effect arrest and prosecution ■ ■. .-*.,■.• ■-.. ■- ' ■..

Group 2 Interviewing skills _ .

The group presented a drawing of a naked.woman and of a naked-man

showing all the sexual organs."" They identified the various names

that children generally use to. refer to the. private"parts. They

explained that an,interviewing officer must be conversant with

these names so as to understand what' the child says. The picture

can be used to enable the child point to the part of the body

she/he may be referring to.

Guidelines for interviewing a victim

- the parent/guardian of the victim should be there

- the place of the interview should be secluded and quiet

- comfort the child and the parents (unless^there is suspicion

that the parent is the abuser or that the child is uncomfortable

in having that particular person there; in this case another

person can be brought in.

- _establish a friendly rapport

- have toys or things for the "child to play with



- if the child appears tired, allow her time to rest
- try- to use child "friendly■■■language * " " ~ ■ ; ''' " '"" " '
- takeas many statements as "possible - they need not be on the
same day. . ": : v . c : ■

Group 3 ^ Action to be taken at the scene of "crime

1. Assuming rape has been reported to the police/ ■ ;-■ -
- interview the victim

- arrange for medical examination "- ."■-"'.

2. Send a uniformed officer to preserve the scene of crime -
3. Inform Scene of Crime Officers .to take photographs of scene,
fingerprints, etc

4. Get possible witnesses e.gV eye witnesses, LCs
5. Arrest suspect ■-,..-•■

Types of Exhibits ■" -■ : ■ ' ■ ■ ' *~'-- ■■ ■ ": ' '■"-■*-"' "-"■-" -

- Blood stained grass "-•* - ■■■■■"" :' -" ' ' :.-""-;'
- knickers

- hairs :""

- bits of clothing etc ■ '-

- foot marks; cigarette butts

Personnel involved ' •"■"■-. -■"■" ■; " -" '

police, victims, SOCO, police'photographers, doctors, government
end, suspect,- witnesses, LCs; Court ' " •"

. ."■■ . ' ' :■■«;.' :" '. " - ..-■■■ ■
■ "* -- - -M5th JANUARY 1999' - '>\

Review of the.previous day : " $' ■
The participants did| not raise any complaint, nor issue for
further clarificatiori about the previous day.

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, Skills contd.

Facilitator's input

The facilitator went over the presentations made and clarified
the following; ' ' ■. . _ .

* All cases of violence against women and children reported
at the station must be registered in the Station Diary for
reference.

* send the victim for the medical examination.-
* the statement of both the victim and the suspect must be
recorded.

* scene of crime must be visited to collect forensic evidence.
This is important because whenever two objects meet, there is an
exchange of materials from each other. Forensic evidence includes
; blood, urine, saliva, skin swabs, vaginal swabs, anal swabs,
clothmg_of the victim,., finger nails, hair; comb the pubic hair
or the victim for evidence.

* Avoid cross contamination of the exhibits and the parties;
ror example the victim and the suspects should not sit close to
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each other; , clothing '"should "be 'packed .separately; ' ". -■'.-■-
* -;,The doctor', should make.both■the.examination and the report.

Preservation of Evidence prior to the medical examination

vaginal area should not be washed

where the victim goes to the toilet she should not clean he:

vagina with the toilet paper.

clothing ; changing .of the clothes should be done privately

. The victim should remove the clothing," .while standing on a

wide piece of paper.. Each piece- of clothing should be kept

separately.. _ Wet clothing .should .be dried .up.. -;..-.■- .--

Handling of exhibits ""' ' * -

all exhibits should be wrapped up .with a red j:ape_L and ^ -..

- Clearly, labeled. fand, sigriecL- •. .. - - „...-.- ...v ;._:r;- .- r- '

-" "* exhibit's must" be-'kep'tr-'inT'a 'container" " ->rc■■ ;:~^— <■ -.;:-: r-
do not., allow; the .exhibits, to-come -.into contact"1 with;
yourself"." "^ "**" *"""■** -' '" ' "* " " "-..:-.-
do not shake exhibits ,__- ...... ^ . ...; . ._ :,.';■

deal with one exhibit at__ a t'ime""'.*" _ '"" _. . :-( ~

do not smoke or eat while' handling exhibits

never bite cello-tape from the reel.

keep working^areas clean" -;' : -~V ■--■-" ■-.-: - :- -■ ■ • -

never pack wet exhibits ; dry them before packing.

:Reasons-"for;ihavirig-me&Lcal~examination' ■ ': ■■'■ " ■
first aid" care . '■\ Vv ■ : - - -"" -"■■'.
to confirm the offence *\"
examination and -^treatment of injuries ■ . '

*- -■ -to^confirm penetration

-■ ■ identify■■ the off-ender"

sexual assault index; doctor must identify the particular

part of - the body injured "' '"■''.

GROUP WORK '.. .'•,■.' , ■ -. ■■■■-.- .... .-■■-:

The participantsrwere divided into 2 groups and given the
following-tasks: - "..-."■■:- . . . ■ -

Group 1: "^Identify the kind of information that is necessary
at the police station for the Investigation Department and the

necessary-requirements to effectively handle the role.

Group 2: List down standard guidelines which can be used by the

police-officers in the performance of their day to day work;
The objective-of the group work was to develop a checklist for
the police department.

Sach group made a presentation to the plenary session which was

discussed and other participants made further contributions

Group 1 ; Checklist for Investigation Deoartment

receive the file

read through the statement to assess its relevance

confirm whether the scene of crime was visited by the SOCO



wear gloves while checking the exhibits-■ - . ,-. ~,,;
.-... check .whether exhibits were well packed and" stored," and "

taken to the relevant offices for examination. As far as
possible, the exhibits should be handled by as few officers
as possible,

record the exhibits

where there are conflicting statements, re-write the
_ ..statement

■ - ; '.""protect the victim from the press; ■ ' - " ■

.be"-humble'and empathetic to the victim
take' the. victim for medical examination •". ' " ""'
arrest suspect if necessary and take a statement"' '"
rorward for prosecution . .- . .■■

Requirements ' "" " ' " ■ * ' _*''_. 7" '"' " ' "'. ' '"; "■ ".

- _ a conducive office for.investigation; -quiet and not liable
to interruptions' . . /" "'_"";' '. .' ". ~ ;\ W.. "" ■ --7 ' z ."-''

transport; lack of which'hinders investigations ~ "-
funds ... ■ y"

kits for packing exhibits ....'"" '.'■'.'[_ ' . ".' .'" '■..

SOCO kits, especially, the camera . - . . .;. - ' .- ..

Group 2: Guidelines for general police duties •

smartness; the outward appearance of''a police officer would
influence publici'opinion. A. smart officer looks respectable

and approachable. -\ :. ...■ .

disciplined . ■ ** . - 'o - ■ ■ ' ' ".
accommodative „ ■*'■' \

appreciation of]human rights; the officer should appreciate
the human value and try to step in the shoes of the victim and
the general public who approach him/her for help.

place a woman officer at the counter at all times
register the case immediately

record first information as soon as possible ':v:"y '■ ■ :
Immediately forward relevant cases to the FPU immediately; .
all examination of the woman or girl,-must be done-by a-

female officer; where there is none at the station, ■■ the "services
of the matron, an L.C. woman or any resoectable woman may be
secured.

Issue police form 3 in cases of suspected injuries

Facilitator's input

The facilitator linked the exercise to the general objectives o^
the police force. The police force is charged with;

prevention of crime

protection of life and properties

The police officer is expected to;
support the victim

be firm but positive towards the offender



register all cases reported to the police

.-„-.. take the first rinformation , ....... . . ■ -v=--:v;;>-v-'r;;

--_- refer .the. case -to-:the. appropriate officer to take--the rr_

detailed .statement.. ._ ■ ' .. _ . . . ...~.z.- :-
• ■ no cases .should be" interviewed at the counter- -.;.. -. -

inform the relevant offices immediately e.g. CID, DPC,

Procedure ..for. investigations _■ _.r_ ■■ • ■ :■;.: :.;

Give-first aid "tovthe" victim; -the- victim has to, be'escorted
for- medical; examination by5. the police- officer.:. ": *,£"- ,-v:c..

- - ' :r Speak' -to. thewictim- privately and kindly.-,-.:: - "-■> '\'-.- ;•:':
Hand him/her "to the of ficer~ in: charge;_e .'g.-, ■FPU,- CID;::.-:--_•
All cases-must^-be^registereid^and giyen^. a -reference;, number;

.,..,,: .do'not""keep~-;ahy .-"files -in: trie-brief case--;.--" ■■ ■-■-. "-•:-■.y-^k'-.-'z
-"' "Women police officers should interview a suspect in the

presence of another officer 'S/rr^t %fhr7—Vv.

~r do.' not:~beat-;-a-_suspectr;;y-r -'• ; V::."':f? -"..-.;."rvTr■"■'"'* ::.~-?i-± •i7~ "■
encourage the "public" to use the--police^emergency:.-riumberi"999

INTRODUCTION TO "COUNSELLING
EXERCISE : ;.:--■ :- 'r-'^ r:rl:-.■■'■

The participants were given 2 ■ minutes ^to answer-the;; following

questions: ?— .- ■ ., ■ ■ _ : ._ - .- - ;-'.• ?"z

i)whom they have helped before ii)the type^of problems presented

iii) the type of helpvpffered iv)- why ;- \- . ■ -? ■^

Learning points- r--.-!.f^ f : . _.... -A . v

* ' In counselling different kinds of people would.seek help

* The problems presented are various and varied in nature

* .: The-nature of help-'given differs, but- a lot of it involves

- - talking, ■ advising and mediation . -.- ■ . T. :.

*' ---The purpose of giving help-is to. change .behaviour. .

Facilitators- input; -- •■-,-" ...■.-■-. :."'". ':":' :..-r - - -" ■-■■;-"--:- ":'-:
In counselling there ;■:- ' - .- -.-.-:I --•- .': ± :..:"*'
--. :. is-"a-;problem-"--"■■'-.-_:• ■ -" ■ : ■ '.- . .■_ ;r^s:- '" ..

someone needs help; client . . ,.'-:" :_ .'

someone offers help; counselor

Counselling is a; helping relationship between a counsellor

and a . client. -.. . r -

It is a process that involves interaction , listening,

advising, helping

It is a way of helping the person to help him or herself

Objectives of counselling

The counsellor should not take over a client's problem

A client is helped in order to help him/her change behaviou:

Counselling is done -o i"prove relationships

Counselling seeks to develop the capacity of the client to

make informed decisions.

Counselling seeks to enhance the coping mechanisms of the

victim, who often feels helpless
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EXERCISE : The participants were requested to perform 2role plays
depicting-a bad and good counselling session. The purpose of the
exercise is to visualise the good and bad situations of
counselling,and identify the good qualities of a counsellor.

Group 1 : 4 volunteers; a bad counselling session. A woman walks
into the room. The officer is rude and there is a lot of

interruptipnr.-with friends walking in and out, telephone
conversations.and laughing. The woman desperately looks from one
officer to another seeking audience. She attempts, to scream in
order.to be;heard. She is dismissed.:. .-.-.■. ■ ■ .■ ■
Group 2 ->2 -volunteers -; a good counselling-session... The'
counsellor is attentive, empathetic .-..-The client- is well received.

Learning points r--:~s:~..i ■.----,-- = ■: c;;-.'?t:r

A good-counsellor should be humane, caring-. ,: confident,
responsible,^..-non-judgmental..- -■.■;.- ■- : ..■ . .:

The environment must be conducive,- free from interruptions

Facilitator's input " ' -■ ■ - -
1.Qualities of_ a good, counsellor

a)- be able to accept the client as is

r.b) ;—non-judgmental ■......_ ■■■'('• ' ■■ ' ' '
c) show respect to \£ne client ■ . '■■' .
d) set up rapport t% make the client feel at home

e) Empathetic ; the^counsellor must be\able to step in the
shoes of- - the client- ",\s

f) unconditional positive regard -

g) caring; keep appointments, be reliable, trustworthy, honest
h) ^ knowledgeable; must be informed to be able to deal .with the
subject and appropriate institutions where to refer the client
i) non-involvement with the client
j) Confidentiality; This encourages the client to confide in
the counsellor. Clients desire to keep their information in
confidence. Such information includes direct information given by
the client and the identity of client.

Exceptions to the rule of confidentiality;
where the client is dangerous that one needs to ensure the

safety of others

where their is need for the intervention of other
professionals

where one is required to give evidence

where information is kept in a central storage place
where one seeks the services of an interpreter

Confidentiality to the police officer means that although the
communication must go to the relevant offices, it must not be
generally discussed.
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2. The counselling environment -—-

a) free .of distraction '.- ■--..-• ._■- : :■_....■

b) not liable to being overheard _■ ■ . ' /-.-.:.'

c) quiet -■:... - ■ '■
d) minimal interruption

e) comfortable

f) well light n.-r/Z-i '■ ----- .»....-*_".: --

3. Blocks to counselling . ■ ■ '■ ■"

a) not being attentive . . ;...„.- ;.::•«.. .. - ■"- ■

b) looking- bored-or .non caring^-- '.- . ■ ':::■ . '■

c) lack of" interest and. concentration ..:..' - - :

d) pre-occupation._with .one ' s'\worries- .:.■:. ■ :. ""

e) having mannerisms ..that .distract' the session e .g. .throwing

pens in the air.-.;^: :-,:..1\l^:. - - .. ." - ■-- ■ -* --

f)--;,interference. ;with; others Sajy.^z .'_"_. ,. ::--'.:.. ",--!"-::

g) using'difficult accents and words^i..;:. '.:'.■- .. -'-^ ->:■■-".— •

h) inappropriate^ responses; must; match the.^message rwith the

response e.g.* do not laugh at a .sad story..- : :. ':.■"-.^i

i) showing dislike of the client -.. . ;.-.;:..-.^ - ■-■".'--:-"

j)- : losing-one-1 s_ temper ■ -■ -_■■ -_;:■. -.-..- : ; ■■. - ■- " :"-"■"-■■

SKILLS OF EFFECTIVE LISTENING

1 ..-Good and; Effective, listening. . ;.:.. .J.i. . .•-.--'
Listen to both the verbal and non-verbal responses. Body language

is very communicative AxFor example, heads,nods convey agreement

but this should be...: used appropriately, otherwise it may be

misunderstood to"meari impatience. -- '^ .

2. Body posture ' ••_...-.:.

mode of sitting;, do., not. sit behind a desk.:: Sitting close to

the client makes one feel at par. Normally a counselling room is

pre-prepared with 2 chairs. Sit and lean towards the client.

use eye contact; but ensure that it is not intimidating

facial expressions; e.g. may frown to show" that- the - -■■■■■-
situation is not clear ' ;,.:: ":'.:.i

smile appropriately ' . ■ ■ ■ .

have a calm tone of voice
encourage responses ; ...

ask open ended questions for clarification

use silence; allow clients time to cry

paraphrase to ensure that you have understood

summarize what you have heard

confrontation should be used as a last resort, for example,
pointing out the inconsistencies.

COUNSELLING PROCESS

Counselling is a process, which involves three major stages;

1. Helping the person tell the story ;
create rapport

explain the services your organization offers



ask her opinion on persons that you .intend to. Involve in the
case . ... . ■ — . - '

Children should be interviewed by women1/, and usually in the
company of those they know. ■ ■ -

- discuss how the abuse could have been avoided .and.how to
avoid future problems

RECOGNIZING ABUSE IN CHILDREN

There are some symptoms that can be identified in children who
have been subjected to abuse.

a) sudden fear and lack of trust . in adults .,; .

b) illness which interferes with school work e.'g. abdominal "
pains, awkward walking,"headaches, ' '
c) sleeping problems^ e .g:_ nightmares, insomnia, . "■.;..' '"
d) - withdrawn-or depressed or unusually aggressivec " .-':.
e) fear or avoidance of a familiar place." ■■ . ■:-.:~>.-
f) pre-occupation with sexual activities.^.g."" playing'.with ■
genital parts and breasts"'... . *,/" /." ,"* ./...;„ '_■
g). blaming or exhibiting anger towards'parents '.. \:
h) fear of changing clothes

i) suicidal tendencies ■ V.""'"'■' "" ■ " ■'
Since the FPU deals with the survivors of abuse, they should be ■
on the look out for the symptoms .

EFFECTS OF ABUSE \\

injury to the genital parts; bruises," swelling , tears,
infection ■. - . :^\. - - ■■ ;

pain in passing-Urine ' ' ■■ . ' ;.\ " " ■ '■'.

psychological effects e. g. fear, fueling of guilt,
depression, withdrawal, regression " "

social effects;'.'inability to socialize with the opposite sex
pregnancy

self destructive behaviour e.g. inflicting pain on
themselves r ■

COUNSELLING THE FAMILY " -

EXERCISE

The participants were divided into 2 groups . They were requested
to discuss the following questions:

what are the situations that call for family counselling
why counsel the family

what factors make family counselling a success
what factors make family counselling difficult
why would a family take their matters to a counsellor
what is the importance of dialogue in a family

Learning points;

Families seek counselling where they fail to solve a
problem, _or were the problem has persisted

- Families seek advice from the people they like, trust or are
confident that would help them
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Counseling is done in order" to" help "the family ^re-unite;

help them identify the problem, and make_ their :qwn ^decision,- help

them accept change; ■- ;>_-.-.■.- ..;-■._.

The factors that make family counselling -a-success :: -

- willingness :o settle the problem; ■ ■ ■_.._.;■■

- where the issues are identifiable; ■■_';~"^:.rc:T:::'- -—'
- where each side is given an opportunity to contribute,--

- where the parties realise that they have a problem

Factors that make counselling-a family difficult :

- where there is no further contact with the family;

- where there is lack of communication inVHthe'^ family;;;:.-.--

- where the family cannot give independent views.

rto:\fielp"rthe-':f amily-:share'::views"/- "■~~^r Vr^£r."-" ~~Mz

"^^ih'hf^'^C
- to"get: "closer r " "'" ' "-r:/\-r--\. \ .. :.

Wrap up :--v:-~;\:.-c y':-_.~■<:■;■ '

The participants were challenged to think about the same exercise

;in-dight^of. the,kind--of---:work they^do-in^the- FPU/respecially in

rel¥ti'c^n'Jto"-ther:.protectlon of -iwomen" -and'-'cKildr'en. ;;.-'V-r--..-. ■

Facilitators1'input_;"~^-; i-,-^Zm :'im ~~f:'■-$*. l~-. .'. ' ":"l\~-:": :-- -"
Counsellihg-;of"-thef f_amaily-..membersrhelps;lthem--t6: ■<■■;-*•-■ *~: "
-""""■ 'gain self-'-un'derstanding of others-"in;. order...; to solve the

problems more effectiively. ^
use their own resources for coping with-.the* situations

reach a mutually acceptable-agreement-.. -. - '.-,:;■ -..:■--; : •■. .

create a situation where people can share ideas, feelings

and-emotions,., because, what-has .happened has-a bearing on their

future " "' ' " ;:\:":^-'Vv7c
facilitate the family members to explain their needs =and

discover their own strengths and resources

Counselling of "the family will be a success" where : ■ ... ~

the -families- are inter-dependent. : .. .: ; .- ■ .
each- side has something to give or say.,;.

there is reasonable time

issues are clearly identified

there is outside voluntary mediation

there is willingness to make good and honest efforts•

the family is willing ,to settle

Family counselling is difficult where: : .'■
- there is no en going relationship nor contact between the

family members.

- the family members are not looking at the their best interest

or reality, e.g. over emotional



Basic principles of counselling
* acceptance ■ .-■ ::: . -

* .individualization _-
* client self determination

* confidentiality

* purposeful expression of feelings

* controlled emotional involvement
* non- judgmental .-_...
* empathy - - ■

. - Saturday 16.January.199 9.

COUNSELLING A SUSPECT ■ ■ .'-."-II"

The session started with a brief brainstorm' on suspects. The main
aim was to ascertain participants'.- .understanding of:- ra.suspect and
to distinguish suspects from criminals^iThe-brainstorm-.also aimed
to provoke participants to reflect om.whether, or.- not suspects
have rights. ■:.-- - _-.vv - .

Learning points: :.L: : .-

* v; A suspect "is a person _who-:is .-believed" to have committed.an
- offence. ,It_'.is not-yet proved to thejjsatisfaction of a court

of law that in fact he/she committed''the offence.
* In this regard, ^ suspect differs from a criminal-.-'...: -
* Suspects retain-'tiieir fundamental rights-to. food,, medical

care, freedom, of speech, to a fair Gxial etc.,
i\ ...-.'• .. .L..

Facilitator's input •'. ■ - - ,..-...

Guiding principles for counselling suspect

Suspects have 7 definite psycho-social.needs which a counsellor
should appreciate.
These are: ... ■--.-. s.-i----.

1. The need to be treated as an individual rather than a case or
a type or a category. .- r ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ . - -_ •

2. The need to express their positive- and negative feelings. For
example, the feelings may be of fear, insecurity, resentment,
hatred, injustice or their opposites.

3. The need to be accepted as a person of worth; a person of
dignity regardless of their dependence, weakness, thoughts or
failures. .

4. The need for sympathetic understanding of and response to the
reelings expressed.

5. The need not to be judged or condemned for-the difficulty in
which the client finds him/herself.

6. The need to make choices and decisions concerning one's life.
This means the client does not want to be pushed around, bossed'
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or told what-.to do.^He wants-to-be'-helped and not: to-be .;::.:

commanded. ^:_.. ... ,-:c:.:'. _.-"..- --■■- - ~ ■-■_ ■ -... -.,
7. The need to keep confidential information about one's secrets

i.e. the-client does not want his neighbours: and the world at

large to know_his. problem.. :He: does not want to exchange his

rep-_-stion for the help he received from the counsellors.

Note: The client may or may not have a conscious awareness of

these-needs and he may^never-. formally-verbalize - them but they

will show in _the client' s . behaviour. ; _ ±. ~ r ■.-.-...

Group work

Participants worked in- 2 -_groups_to;.use the above principles." to

develop guidelines for,.a police officer.counsel-ling£a suspect.

Group 1 " ' ' ".■.*■■■" ~-~::; ->- ■- "-"*-■=':-.- ^r^-sc;
*-: counselling,-.of .a- suspect-, should .-.take., place in .-a comfortable and

.conducive environment.- _-.Jj;..; _,-:.■■ s:..; •: -..-:-_;■.- -..-rv . > :.*. -■^■■\1
* understand the suspect' (background and offences he/she.is: r-

suspected to have, committe_d)_-r : .:--_.:-r";-: ;: ■&-. . ;:",: -.- ". ■

* officer should not:-.be : in' .uniform i z,. .-.; ~ \ .. -.- /
* use simple language which .-the.-.suspect s-can .'understand ,

* comfort and put the suspect, at ease. _.■$£$:■ ■. . ■■.-.. >. ■
•<

Group 2 V ■. 'jt ■■■:■■: '..■.■■":'■■. . : r -.--i :'■".:...:
.*;;pfficeri.should know^etails .about:.the-*offences .the suspect is
suspected to- have- committed-; :■ ; . '^:
* understand the character of the suspect'(previous record, likes

etc) . -., ;... --. .■ A -_■<:•.-:. r- -.:...
* build rapport with'the suspect .;

* officer should not be threatening in manner of .speech and

appearance

* simple language .-.- -„£... '■..:.-. .^ ■.,..
* be-_ impartial in approach;..; . — :.: - .. ;r:. . -

* appropriate listening: skills -.-..._ - ■-,■ ■■-'. :.:

Wrap up . -.....■■- ..-■:■

As an FPU officer one needs to treat the suspect with dignity. Be

accommodative, kind, and use simple language. Not all cases

reported to the police must be taken to court. Some of them

simply require counselling.

Tuesday 19th January 1999

REVIEW OF THE WEEK ' ■ '

The participants gave a general overview of the week. The

majority of them had understood what had been covered. However it

was complained, that the time table was too tight, to allow ample
reflection on what had been covered. The topics that were new,



for example gender and human rights were found particularly
difficult.- Generally, - the'-facilitation was good and'helped in
building on_prior knowledge. ■ - -■

Similarly, the facilitator commended the participants for being
dedicated, disciplined and exhibiting a team spirit.

INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING SKILLS

The--objectives of-the'session were brainstormed on by the '
participants with each identifying what they would want to
achieve by the end of the session.

*how to make the participants understand
♦how. to " introduce 'a-'topic' to''the' participants " "' ""' *-•"'" '
♦how to make the participant's like a topic ■ " ■ " :." "
♦Approaches that could be used by the participants to make the
participants like the. topic ' . - ,.'-'■'■

♦approaches that-'can" make1 the" participants understand'the topic
*how to determine whether the participants■have understood'the
topic -"-,'.- ■'- .■..:.■■:■':■: ..'..: ' -l,.. . :. . ■■ .- '-.■-;■_.-

*how to express oneself before the participants ' " ■"■'■"
*to know the relevance of setting objectives - ■-" -
*to know. the"-~qualities of a good trainer /■' " -- '" - -
*to understand the meaning of training' ii"

The purpose of the exercise was to:
■ - venable the trainer-^o know and understand'the needs of the
participants in order to adequately respcind to them,
- define_the- commonaground to focus on, so that at the"end of
the session the trainer checks whether the participants
expectation have been met.

- draw out the boundaries of'the training.

The expectation of the participants were harmonised with the
objectives drawn out by the trainers.- It was explained that had
the objectives of the participants been different from those of
the- trainers, the trainer's would have had to modify their own
objectives, in order to meet the expectations of the
participants.

TRAINING

The participants brainstormed on the meaning of training.

Learning points

♦Training is the acquiring of new knowledge and skills . '
♦training is a process were people gain, acquire or enhance
knowledge and skills.

*the training process must be organised.

The participants brainstormed on other situations that are
different from training. The purpose was to distinguish training
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?'fr6mYother:learning"situations.' ■■ ~V "- ...;_ ._ '.," ".."^ ~:_ lv-;V_v>:-

^Learning points *' ' - " " "'""■- "-.-._-_ - '- ■
'♦■Training is a process which enables others to acquire new

knowledge and skills.

♦In training one expects the participants to improve on their

-performance. _ :'/..'" . ' ■'.'■''.■ ■ _ ■ .. . ■ ." "•'• . . - : -. .-..-
■• *Thec"nature of the' training is influencecTby- the environment; th
;: number of; participants; the' type _ of "the. participants; the-number

of facilitators; /' _. V:'L v - .--_; ---/.-. ; Y./--..>.■■£ ..Y " *-. y-.:-;■ . c;.;s

-^Facilitator's: input" ;,. ''" ./-" _~_ ' Y Y .YYY'-.-Y-r ■ h.--\-±:.z~- --_-.--
::The .f a'cilitator- outlined - the~;factors"t"hat'.i'ihfluence: a training

process;*:'^-/ ?z\£ ^''~ ~'~l ':l "*tt"': :^;:;^': :■ ~ > '\ " ~^' f 'ct
i\ -Nature"' of tiie^participant;s':-. It^isJ^important^.to'lunderstand^your
participants before"*brie""prepares""the training* se'ss"ion;

-whether..they are adults:."or:. children1; -,^j_;r .->./-^. -■.>: -:-"_^|".'"■.-- r

■- whetKer" .they ,belongVto\the;.samev profession. or not;. '., .-..; _._, -
"'- ■ tneclevei"rbf previous'"' training" in the topic;' '' '.; -
- experience;

- whether they are of the same .sex;-_.-./.■ ■.■,:_■- .■■.--::.-.. l.-'.:■'-:- ;

J>d '/ '

T

^^;"denomination;...:..-._. ";..->7 ■."

The characteristics "of*-an" adult, learner"

■|- '■• " •'■--
EXERCISE:^Each-;participant wrote-, down., the: characteristics of an

'adultl^iearherV'They described" the adult Sfearner" as;;-.experienced,
' eager ^.'challenging, leaving-, an attitude, open, .wise,.' - ■ ;:

Wrap" up .' '."_' - ' " - _:. . .. >, ■.-■.■;■-/- .-
Having identified the "characteristics of an adult learner,.■ the

facilitator illustrated how. the above should be.used:in. designing

a..training of- "adults. .. .' '-..- . .-,. -.,.,.,. .T... "V _..-':fr^. .--■'- -.-h-;:.
Adults; are usually: - " " .„■ ; ".-.■'■ - ' .:..■;--.-::■ ".--■-. :r-^ir --y-.z
*Experienced";. one has to build on" their "experience; y.--;-.:■
*Know; they merely need to add" on. what they know. In._other words

the. glass is. not empty. ■ ;_" , -.■.."'■ :: •-■
♦Straight■forward; they expect the trainer to be.open to them.
*types ,-there are different types of adult learners.

♦attitudes ; some have negative attitudes, and some have positive

attitudes towards training.

♦challenging : when dealing with adults assume that they know.

This^is often challenging to the trainer, especially where the
participants know much more than the trainer.
♦Eager to learn; the challenge is to sustain their interest to
learn and train

facilitator's input

1* Adults are usually experienced; the trainer must make use of

their experience. Find out what they know, their beliefs, customs



and build on it. For example, using the custom of early marriage
acknowledge their belief and justify-It as"valid for the past.
Challenge them to assess whether those beliefs are still valid?
*Eager to learn; the challenge is to sustain their interest to
learn and train - " ■ ■ '■ " " - "

2. ' Adults" learn better-from peers. For example, when they feel
that they are discussing adult matters, they prefer to learn from
an adult of the same age group.'They would not readily accept a
younger person because they-believe-that they have more

experience. To avoid resistance the trainer should begin by
acknowledging their experience and urge them to share it. Assure
them that the trainer would rely a lot on them.- This gives them a
role-to play .^Thereafter s/he should build on the "'information
got. To be able to effectively train adults use a .methodJwliich
would make ■ them-appreciate the new information7;"^ ;'-_ -""i:i':'"■ -

Similarly the youth also 'learn a"1 lot" from'peers". Therefore^' '.
design a programme 'for-peer, education "and" gives them a role'to
Play. .;:...--: ,-.. ?r ...'.-.-■ : •-..-■. \ ■ ' - .- :

3._ Adults learn best what 'is; relevant.' to their lives. The
challenge of the trainer is to make the hew information relevant
to-their lives. Use relevant case studies-'and examples, e.g. an
illustration of a woman who is in the field with shoes is
inappropriate because*-it" is unrealistic.

4. '■ Adults' must be-accorded respect." Yotik" can-1 show' respect by way
of dressing,- the words used, the body language-, paying attention
to them, not-"discriminating in the choice of participants.
Acknowledge each participant's idea. As far as possible try to
learn their names because using "you," often sounds rude. Do not
humiliate the participants. -" ■ '

5. ■ •. Adults learn better through discussion. This is because
their concentration span is low. They remember little from what
they hear, and more from what they do. Therefore group work is a
very conducive way of--facilitating" adult learning.
6. Adults learn through discovery. - ■ *

7. Adults do not like competitive methods of learning. They
prefer cooperation.

In conclusion, adults are difficult to train because they
believe that even before the training they had information,
knowledge and skills which had'enabled them to manage their
lives. A trainer of adults has- to validate the knowledge and
skills adults know and find a strategy to lead them into new
knowledge. . ':

Where a participant asks a question that is not directly relevant
to the^session, the options would depend on a particular
situation-; either it can be answered at the end of the session,
or referred to a coming session, or-refer to the set objectives
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and seek the participants.-opinion^ on whether to adtiress^ it or

not. -..:-.-_ ^.::._.".'-..-.: -..- : ..."-:-:■

TRAINING METHODS " ......... ^ .--

.EXERCISE;. Each participant was asked to share," experiences of

participatory and non-participatory methods of learning.-

,.The .objective was..to. distinguish training, from, other, methods:

"Facilitator's input ._ ■ .. . . ■■..■_■..;. ■:.r "~ :.-- ":.■"--*--^:-'"
1. Non-Participatory methods-of." learning:. -::: -. :r.c--_ z A . E..;

These are-the traditional methods-.-of;- teaching, whichvmake/ ther

following assumptions; ' ..'..,.-.;_•; . ;- : .,. ■■_:.;■ '. __:■.-.. . r"j:: =

,-r.r -..... assumes_-;ttiat. the -trainerr.hasr all ,the\~knowledge-; sWith adult
learning this would _be.:.a;. wrong assumption. c.^..:.:~"^'^ --.'.:: :c

.-^■as^sumes^thatj-the^ learner..-,has -no -experience.,and -knowledge

relevant to the to the topic of learning, zhariz;: s^^-iqc^qcfi

_Nqte._-_:_ the adult-.£learner-. may vnotcjiave. knowledge; on :the?topic but

may have skills th'at could'be utilised. For example,-:on=tips. of

avoiding, rape.o^tellAng^women.not cto .walk iat anight :may amount ".to

_-telling -her :nptr,to ;.wprk. .She. mayisuggest. that-.she;will:;get _;

someone to escort her,, etc. " -.-_:..r^ .':■_■-.:: - e -' .x-£.r ."
tradition methods tend to emphasize talking and hearing.

This often results in less learning because.the-participants-do

notjaave chance-, .to , test what the trainer .has.. .been talking about.

It has the.jdisadvantaae.of getting-the paiticipants"'tired and
bored ^.j^.V {'i..t ... '.w .-;,. ■..,-.-:■" .-,, ■ ■.. -.-.'' -. : " -__'"

Participatory methods of learning "av
These are methods or-\techniques of training which allows

effective participation of the people being trained. .

Participation is more than asking questions. .... .- ;

The-participants brainstormed on the participatory methods, they

had witnessed during the training. These included buzz groups,

role plays, brainstorming, cards./....small discussion-.groups, songs,
games. ■■-?-,-■-.->..

'facilitation"skills -■ ..- -;. -
Reflecting on the objectives of the session, it was"emphasised
that in order to make the participants understand, gain skills

and change attitudes, the facilitator needs to make the
participants participate.

1.^ Communication Skills; This is one of the most important

skill in training. It is the skill which enables the participant
to understand the facilitator;

use simple language and clear words
listen to the participants ■ . " ■ ;

1^3 -commumca ~ icr. includes non-verbal; bodv language and verbal
communication; words

2. Create an environment which is conducive to learning,
otherwise learning cannot take place;

ensure that you minimize the distraction of the attention of



the participants. _ _ _ m ..........
-appropriate sitting arrangement " ~""~ ^'^ "
welfare of the participants

create responsibility for the participants .e.g. setting
rules at^the beginning of the training . /'. "'■'.. .::

3. Familiarize your self with the training programme/'knowing
the training, programme and;what'the objectives are. ■ This helps
the facilitator to work''in a'more organised manner.' Having the
training programme helps to deal with questions .as they arise or
referring them to the appropriate, .session. " \ ".
N.B. A programme is "not binding ror the gospel truth. The

facilitator shouldMzry to--be::flexible>;in order to* meet the
expectations of the participants. ... _ ;-_-' .;' ;; .'-■".

4. ;- A facilitator-should understand'the strengths"" and: weakness
of the participants, e.g.- some-participants are vocal/-while
others are quiet;--This-- understanding- helps 'one to^-chose^the •
appropriate methods to-'use';--/' .-■—"- --■■:■ : -,-■■■ ::■ ::—:-■■■■. -y~

; 5. ■■'-■Create"'opp>orturiities 'for.-every 'participant'to''get"" involved
in the session. ■ *'■"-' ..'"': ■■-. ■■:-.-■ ----- -■;-;- - -: ■_-?-■■ :•• - . ..-

6. - ..Trust the participant to make decisions' about^.the'-'process,
or tovmake decisions-about responsibilities during'the .training.
7. Relax, dress comfortably -■■"'. -"-:-•--.-.■ *-. ■ -

. Handling a new-topic ' : - " ■ " ""■■" - "" ' ;.:- •" . - 'ii - '

-1. Let the participants'know" that you arel'istarting a new .'topic.
2. Establish the knowledge::base-of the-participants".
- _ This can be donfe through brainstorming. This helps the '
facilitator to assess x\vhat is wrong .and/vto learn how to deal
with it. ■ . r ^- - - -

use a picture t'6 generate ideas about the topic'
role play ■ '■ [[■ - ' ..:-..

asking questions ■"'."■

you can introduce new information and ask how it fits into
their lives or how itcanbe applied to a particular situation

How to interest the participants.'
let them participate

clarify a topic, its relevance and give examples which are
realistic to them ■ ...

use participatory training methods

try to schedule topics, which are technical in the morning
when the participants are fresh..

Qualities of a good trainer

smart, self respect, knowledgeable, creative, time conscious,
patient, and should honour undertakings

DESIGNING A TRAINING PROGRAMME
EXERCISE : -

2 volunteers were requested to act as a dressmaker and a
customer. The dressmaker discussed with the customer the

requirements needed to make the dress and the cost involved. Each
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"-■ of-"-the:=restf-Iof:' the~'participahts" noted "down"the -information.:from

' the-;actidris:*bf'"the""two people. "^The--purpose "of "the"exercise;; was to
give, the *particip~ants' a feel of .what one' needs ; to design X'^r- "
training programme. - ■ ■ • ■_..., . . .- ■- ,-v j ;-■-

Learning" points ■ - - - - '" ;_. __ _ ■

-one needs_ to -know, the type of training required .(. type .of . .'.

f ashibn'fand" material of- the- dress)' -' _ _■ ... '. ;.; . 1 '~.'-Jk i!--l_ .
--one-needs"~someone": who" can design -the, programme;.; a^.training _r

expert ( the tailor-'was knowledgeable)-. '"" " "' '" '

Process; make sure that the-,-training programme is,.specific

to the client. Need a training needs'analysis.' Both the client

and the facilitator need-to discuss, exactly what they_,want,-:.. *

Facilitator's input ;-.-3 .;-.:■_. -^ ^.,:—...x.^x sS^ -■

Designing a training programme is a process by which^pne.;

establishes the needs of the client, seeks.. the_.clierit£.s. '^

information and knowledge about the subject matter"and-responds

accordingly. . _■_..- ^r".~' %-.'■' -.

' ■There^are^'firee'-'-basic--'components/of ..the training*'procesi ;.,-.",■''

identifying the ■ training needs " -"'',■-■

designing the-programme. __ -.. ..:. . '-..._. _. .. ■ ..-
- . .. identifyingrtheltraining ^requirements; /these include-.the
"training^ team,- venue';" the- _hand-;o"uts etc.'"X . """"..'._ '. "" '.'. . ■'. -'
N.B. Where one is invited to facilitate "at a workshop, 'it is

important for one to $ee the training materials, and to sit>in

the session preceding-one' s in order to get a feel of ,the^ ■_ :_.
process. .-. . '. ..' .-.^■.;. ■■ ■■

Designing the training programme .... '' . '' ■ -:. .\r^:-^ -._.-.

1. Identify the training needs: '. '""". .'' -. % -L ■-,.,.>'

who is the trainee;

what do they need; . ... .; .. _ . ..":■--

what problem is being addressed by the training; - -

What is .the^required change in attitude, skills and..;

behaviour. ' ~' -

A Attitudes

S Skills

K Knowledge

When designing a training programme the above-mentioned three are

inter-related. One needs to collect information' from the -

beneficiaries through interviews, problem analysis, participatory
group discussions etc.

N.B. Sometimes the beneficiaries do not know what they need to

■ '• -■-w^-.-- *■-- .- .-■■ u 57- • ■-"'■ "■ ■ -■■■■■-■-^^^-- - -



be trained in. In such a situation assess what such a person is
■ -presently doing, what is expected of her ~in'the near "future/ In
-other_words assess their current"jobs, skills and knowledge and
identify the gaps between this and what their future job would
require. One would look at the current reality and compare it '
with future expectations. Use the A-S-K index in designing the
training needs and the programme.

The people who would conduct the training need to be involved"
right from the beginning. Preferably/ they should carry put the
training needs and'design the training programme. :\.\ :''_.'"';-'

Designing the-Training Programme" •■" ' ' " ■ ' -::~ "

The programme has the following-contents'" -.:--'-'-.-- ~ -

1. The programme content :':.-cr... :^:;-:;.::.:'.

objectives
content-■"■*•■ ' ^ - *■:. " " "-' <-■.-.---■-- _-;_--..-._■ •::•:?".

learning'points ; ■ ■ - - - •-■.: ■:■ •■ - -- : ■-.-■-'■. -V"."- .
-.-:-:. methods '-.:.■.■; . ■ .:....-:. -■■.'- ■:.-::■ -\ .-..■'" -r. r - ■

2. The time table ' V"- -'-■::.

This is a tool that helps one to account for the time. It must
have the details of the day and the specific hours of"how"the
programme content would be covered. ' j'.

3. Identifying and building the Training team ■'
The" team must ■ support *each other so thatX-the participants do not
notice the weaknesses of the facilitator^

EXERCISE :- «' ' ■ ..

BRAIN TEASER

A trader buys a cow at shs. 60

He sells it at shs. 70

He regrets it and buys it back at shs. 80 '■■ " :
He then sells it at shs. 90

What is the profit ? 50, 70, 80, 90, " " ' "' - "■"': -

Participants requested to choose from the above options and write
down the answer on a small piece of paper. They were later
divided into 2 groups to defend their answer and thereafter reach
a consensus. The objective of the exercise was to practice how to
reach a consensus in a difficult situation.

Learning Points

The process of reaching a consensus may involve logical
reasoning supported by facts.

- People can spend a whole day arguing about things which
do not have answers; Some will have logical reasons while
others may go-by majority vote.

It is possible that the participants may be unable to agree,
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hence the need to encourage-, them tp._ reach; a: consensus;.-;-

Facilitators have power.to influence,the-thinking; of" the

participants. - ■ -r.^---^ ■-■■■■ - .- -... :_r_v '■ . .-.; ' . ._

Wednesday,2 0th January" 1999-. ." ■ ■ .. . . ;

MANAGING THE TRAINING:FUNCTION; V ■ . ■. - : - . . -. -. rr.= c ;::.

,The relevance.of this-session:was explained to ,the participants.

When allocated the district, the.-participants will ?be_ training as

well as managing the function.-.r;: -__■; '■_-.- '-: '-: ■ -:- ■■■■--

Key issues of managing the training . _;".-» t^-Jj.z^.'.

1. Government and local leaders

courtesy and recognition ZZZ0ZZX3.

publicity for the programme

...legitimacy,- and. validation effect .among- the. particip_ants and

the":-iocals7v:jLt is ideal rtq-invite :_them.-at.-the.:Opening_br^the -
closing 'ceremony to demonstrate the leader's support for the.-:
programme.. It-is- also pp_litically.rimportant ^to .-avoid.resistance

to the programme ;.---.*ns^^r : -.;.•=•=.: - ■.; ■::: rj,. iz ~. t:-.sr.

2. Venue --._- ■;-_^-x =c: ~::t:^a^S: z.fs iiiir.hl ^; ;.!:v: r^r:*-r

what are the possibil.ities-^:-:;. £_-:-r rr'^. «"<-.i~ .'.':.■■" "-^_
rela_tiye;_advantacfe_s-.and disadvantage^. ■.;" [.cost,- ..access,

amenities', extras. Take due consideration 'of the weather e.g.

rain and how it is lilcely to affect the-.training .through-.the .
noise and inability to hold group sessioits in the open field.

3. Participants welfare; neglecting this may. ruin the'.training

and may result;into a£ deadlock until their-demands are .addressed.

rooms, and_ meals,-'; have; random, selection-of- the rooms . .

available; are they willing that, you- choose the menu; were the

rooms are to be shared inform them of the likelihood of sharing

rooms before the starting date ..-..- . _;; .. r.v. ■ ■ ..:;.' .

first aid kit e.g. paracetamol, dettol, sanitary towels,

relaxation etc; ,- . .-^..-., . . -;^.. -. -:..::r-: ■ ' " ■ -"

4. Requisition of fundsj: . ... :. - .

budget preparation ; during the needs .assessment, one should

note the costs of each item. Either general costs are given or

one has to cost realistically. Do not be extravagant or cost too
low. .

financial accountability; the mounts spent must be supported
by the receipts or other validation documents.- '
5. Report_writing and submission;, this task, should be shared by

the two participants i.e. where one is training the other assists
to write the report.

6. Evaluation of the training ..

It is important for the trainer to get feed back so as to

address the wrongs immediately,
individual training events



evaluation.of the entire programme ; to assess .whether the
objectives^of the training .are .met " '.' . - .
7. "Planning and working as a "team .

- _ individual training teams; being able to offer each other
assistance and identifying each other's comparative advantage.
The team should be able to grow from the experience,

national trainer's / district trainers
8. The trainer should be mentally prepared and able to treat
the participants as honest, mature and respectable human'beings
S/he should be willing to be led by the participants.
9. v;Early planning;_set the dates and communicate-them-to the
people involved at a~hv'early date. '.■.'.. " -■'.-'-..
10. Prepare the speech for the guest on'honour; this'gives" an
opportunity to the organizer to influence-what the guest of -
honour will say. "" " "." ' . . "-v ': . ' "^'"

* ■--•-- - - - ■ ■-. c-* ■ - — - - ■■ -

EXERCISE

The participants were "divided into 2 groups, and~each':group^given
the: tasks- of'planning how to conduct':a..needs . assessment; -Time 1
hour -"[[' \_ :;;-: \ -^ _ ■ ■ ■ : - :*; ; - ■; ■ -■ ' ;. .f-~.': " "

■-__ -;;■:-Define- the target trainees at the District' level - - " ■■"
- ■;■ make a plan for the needs assessment

- " What will the Needs Assessment be looking for ."

- ~ wh?-,will have the_ specific . information
" - ;what'methods will -be; used[to.,collect'' the information

Group presentation ~;~- .' ." '. '"]" '>\
Learning points ' ' . v-:

■[ Target groups : | .. ". " . .
community liaison officer, the district training officers, the
FPU, the CID both male and female, OC Station who is the
administrator, OC Barracks, who is in charge of the discipline,

Plan for needs assessment

A need was defined as a human performance improvement that can be
met by_the training. A needs assessment t involves the activities
and skills necessary to identify and analyse the training needs .
One has to identify the competence gap to be able to bridge it
i.e. to be able to bring the participants to one level of
.understanding. One should be able to tell what the participants
will do in future.

Need to look at the cultural beliefs in the region, the reliqious
beliefs,

Consideration of selecting a particular officer; at least 20
participants would be short listed of which 10 will be selected

the working experience of the particular officer;
whether has had prior training;

the specialised courses and duties,
the social life of the officer, e.g. the discipline ,

interest in the training,



his current duties,^ general .expectations, — • :::- :^ '"■'■ r ■:

Who- will^have. the' information ■ a .- "_ ". -'-~ ._■ - -■ -: : \

; the'target. group . . .. :"■_."" ' •■■ ■ .
. theJimmediate supervisor the OC 'Station, OC Barracks, DPC, ,

■ Head'constable Major

the*general public

the_colleagues. of. the selected officer -

Methods

^secure appointments before, travelling, to the district- :-"

- .__ . ^questionnaires;, ;.need: to, bei designing -in ^ advance— \ j-.- ■■ - •- ..■
.._ .. -^'physical "interviews" witH'the" target groups; .4 this"- may-be, done
through a focus group discussion

meeting with^.the* target^groups^-;^-5' '^Iv^e frt"^ K^iT^Z'x^"
perusing 'the^police files'^"*

Facilitator.! S; input ;;;^'V^.,^;"-'l-^ .».'-.V " --'".-.*"■ " ■■■■'-; .::r\- ^-L'-ir ; ."

~ vThe;participantS:\ne'e'd' to" be:'more; specific in^.drawing the ■■*■.."

guidelines"/:.Theiplan:."should. be:;.'detailed enough to -guide,-the ■

-participantsVin- carrying but.vthe-".needs assessment 1---I-t-- is a --
_ framewprk~t6.- guide ;the. participants . We must-avoid-making the
J' needs 'assessment.:16okv.,or\ seem -to- be like- a^i'-investigation. --"<: .
Therefore, "the' team s.^buld not look at police records. The
officer.s^in^charge.mayvdo this .;;;^/;.^;.,-;v^^1.:- ; .- - -.- ■.-.*

It ;is*impoft:aht'. to determine who the -.-target "group- is"; One should

look "at'."the'realities*" of-the trainees, -regarding their attitudes,
knowledge and skills, \ and what will be corrected by the training.
The experiences"are important because the work experience helps

in establishing how much they know in the area one seeks to tra-.in

and how much .time should be allocated to the-, specific topic .--.It

also'.enables one to, develop..an appropriate-, training methods, and

examples/; Persons who'.have a busy schedule, may not have; enough,
time tbj'commit. .to theY.training..... .-■ , ■.- ■ - ■" .; .. ■:.r.-:.-"-—r ■■::■■:

One may be. able to assess the attitudes of the police by talking
to their 'superiors, the public using the services, discussion of
a problem. The geographical distribution of the trainees should

be taken into account, so that one does not only train those from
the head quarters, but also those from the police posts: If the
latter is the case, then some organization should be made to meet
the possible trainees. It is useful to send a detailed guideline
to the district so that can influence the nature.of the targeted
trainees. ."

One should think.about how. to select the sample of the public, in
order to"assess the public. One needs to solicit the support of
trie DPC, to organize the public discussions on cheir relationship

with the police. The public is also important for one to
understand.the social cultural context with which the police
operate.



It is also important :to-ascertain-the'common-"crimes--in the area
Where one is going to interview the officers, it is important to
develop_ a set of questions that" will be used to guide the
discussion. The discussion is informal. This" is done to help
judge their reactions, enables one to' seek clarification- of vaque
answers and it does not limit the range of possible answers.

Interviews are useful in dealing with, the public." However, one
must be clear on the type of information they seek to get from
them.

Prior to the training the police will have"to work out- the
details on-the-procedures-and-guidelines- to-be-uniformly;used by
■all the trainers..-;--, r; . "■ - '...-. -■ ■;■ ..-.■: :;

DESIGNING THE DISTRICT LEVEL TRAINING-OF TRAINERS -~-- ^'

The participants were divided into 3 teams, for purposes of the
district level TOT. Each team was asked to govand design a ~;
training programme, which is to be used during the district level
TOT. The teams, were advised-to start by reviewing■the content {
aU topics), identified for .the district training as indicated in
their training packages. On the-basis of-this; the team-had to
decide., on, the- logical.-; flow and then-desigq-the training programme
together with the actual training timetable (training event)

The overall programmedramework;should 'detail the objectives,
content; topic, methodology,..and time. Fox systematic planning,
decide what you. want-to ..achieve, what .you want to cover, how
you-want to achieve lit, and lastly the time necessary to do
the task. ■ . :

The participants should be mindful of the fact that the trainees
would have to train others in the field. The purpose of the
training is to.address the attitudes, skills and knowledge of
the trainees so that they are able to change. For example, ' the
trainees should be able to acquire the skills to assess the
situation of women, children and men and to analyse the gender
roles. . . . J 3 -

OBJECTIVE SETTING (additional facilitator's input)

During the process of designing a training programme, the
^"■f1^0" observed that the participants were finding
dirticulty in objective setting. It was decided that the session
be revisited m order to clarify this before wasting more time.

The facilitator explained the meaning of an objective. For
example, Sam went to Kampala to see a sick child. The objective
was the aim of Sam's going to see a sick child. Sam needed to
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■•'"■ take">>4iJcinVltio"the"'childl7ln"t:he"process,1 Sam went to Kampala,-
which .was"th"e*~immediate "objective*.",The.,long-term objective would
be _t_o get/:tKeT;_child".weli. \. 1^,'y"i~-''. *"*""."

The' trainer, 'has "to.""understand"the .'specific problems to be solved
and the possible solution for .the problem. Using rape as an

example; 'Asked,,why ,chbse~ .to _ .speak of.. rape?

Why 'it' was" important "to "deal "with rape? Answer: passing a

message, to. the. participants.. ii)c rape is a criminal .offence iii)

it- is a ;commo^"'offencV..whiqh_v'is_r:not taken, seriously

The three" things are"'the'problem;" ignorance of rape.; ignorance
that it. is. a, criminal. :Offence.. Therefore when- we.meet with^the
participants C-to." tea'ch, .themTiHow- to', handle .rape^ cases, to create

awareness. of_;'rape_as._a" cpmmoh..'of fence'/p. to- enhance; Jcnowledge of

" how address, the."3ahgers-bf_*rape.;.-ibv!ennance"-their- skills in
investigating!,* rape / buil'd.' orjdevelop; counseling- skills of rape

Coiitentt'rt'definition.'.of^ rape;^punishment- of rape,_ the process of
handling, rape, ' the7 cburtl'system^ and process,: rape as gender
issue; how" to*" handle e5ch'ibits,"""'" ' "'.-;-..." : .; -. -.- -:

Thereafter^ j_determine.the time^required to address the. particular

comporient's^of ;topi'c~arid" add-up^'the time'. ::. '■■ ..-..- -■._■;

NTBr.;As""'eachTsessi6h". a^fe' being, planned, - ask'' WHAT (what is the
problem) t WHY(wHat"oneVds'aiming" at) ? HOW (how to:: address the
problem} .and how. much, time is required. ''-X

" " \ ■" ;^

Practical Session in Programme..Design

Each of"the"three newly constituted-training teams presented its

design of ."the programme for',the District level T.O.T.

Obseryatiohs~^and'Plenary'discussion ■' ' \. ■. ■ ,. .; ■

* The facilitators ""commended the "participants ' effort. The
resultant programme design showed,a basic understanding of

.. ' . the.'format ,pf a. programme design.

* ■ The'participants felt that they could use the designs, which
they had come up with to implement the district-level TOT.

* One^ group covered the problems with the law, and another the

role .of the/police, which was commendable. It prepares the
women to deal with the. problems of law enforcement, thus not
giving them false hopes.

* The facilitators pointed out the following weaknesses in the
participants' designs:-

a) In some cases there.was no logical flow of the topics
e.g. the.children rights were broken down and addressed

on different days, with" other topics in between.



. Similarly one .team had the topic "crimes-.aga.inst^omen
.and children" on one day while proposing .to ^co've'r'-'a
topic "violence against women and children^-'on;another.
The content for the two sessions was similar.'The
facilitator emphasised the- fact that being.-, a trainer
means that one has to be organised. One needs a clear

and neat presentation. It is vital to have a logical
follow, . otherwise the participants would be confused or

, bored. . . " . ' ;"_" .. / . ./ ' ■ V."

b) Some".training sessions were "given limited "time, ""one
team had only "a 2-hour session for developing training
skills (a topic.which was. scheduled for 3 daysfin their
case} " _ "_;^ " ..." '.'. .""■; ;. : 1" '" / ... \" ■-■"-

c) There was ."a. general", understanding' of, objectives, as .,
". . , distinguished' from the" content. Nevertheless, there1''

■'. . ' were-.;instances ./were there is a mixture of content and

_ ." ;_"-Jobjectiyes.'-AhTobjective->ust be 'within " one'l.s".'.capacity
■ to achieve in'the available"time. To write"an;objective
one must use an.active verbs. E.g.. the -trainer;,does, not

seek "to understand the .constitutions, " but-: they/seek
to "to enhance the participants' knowledge"of"the -
constitution" "" ' '

* ' The facilitators noted that" "''the programme "designs'disclosed
a weakness in some participants' understanding of'the
Constitution, Gender. It was agreed that before going out to

train, the participants should be provided with'a 1-pager on
these topics. \. *^ - - '■/ ■ '.Vy'-'. " '.. ■ ■ '■

■ * In response to a question from a participant, the "''
facilitator advised that in planning a training session, the
trainer must build into the programme time to allow for
flexibility and'emergencies. It is possible for participants
not to understand a session, there should be flexibility to
allow more time for the.; particular session or to build some
of the concern raised1into-the following sessions. Therefore
it is useful to get daily.feed back to.promptly address the
uncertainties. At times if may be useful to drop"a session

that you have not started.to,give more time to-understanding
what has been covered.

* Ensure that the spellings are"correct; the trainer cannot
afford to be careless. Where one is unsure of a particular
word, do not use it.

Going through the exercise is very crucial because failure to do
so infers that the person cannot train. A trainer has to be able
to plan and design their own training session.' ■ .

Consensus training programme design

The facilitators guided the participants to use the designs from
the^three teams as a basis for one consensus training programme
design. This is what all the teams will use when training the



district "level trainers .'/This design is reproduced below;
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Introduction

to Human

Rights

OBJECTIVZ

1. To give

participants

an overview of

the program

and introduce

the FPU and .

its work. ,

2.To provide

an-opportunity-

■for-.'the, -^.J-; ■

partiqipants;

to know each'

other ;to

express their

expectations

and build a '

conducivie

environment

for learning■

■\
3.To enable

the

participants

appreciate the

relevance of

the programme

to the

realities of ,

their

environment.

l.To create an

understanding

of the concept

of Human

Rights

2.To enhance

knowledge of

the

Constitution

and Human

CONTENT

Official !
opening and !

ceremony ■

■I;

\

Self i
:introductions

and v-r:? ;_ X

Discussions of

the fears and

expectations.

Review the

program and

present and

discuss the

Training Needs

Assessment

L

•"

Define and

explain the

concept of

Human Rights

Define and

explain the

Constitution;

Explain the

hierarchy of

-uo
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1 day
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The child in

Uganda"

I'

Rights of the

individual

3.To create an

awareness on

the role of

the State, the

Police and the

public in the

protection of

Human Rights

l.To enhance

knowledge of

the legal

provisions

relating to

children;

- .

2 . To en-Kance

the

participant's

understanding

of the

situation and

social-

economic

context which

defines a

child and the

needs of

children

3.To enhance

knowledge on

the children's

courts and

procedures for

the protection

of children's

rights

laws; 1

The Bill of

Rights {Cap 4

of the

Constitution

of Uganda)

Review the

role of the

various organs

of government
in the

protection of

Human Rights

:

Introduce and I
explain the

legal j
provisions I
related to

children's

rights

(victims and

offenders)

Develop a

profile of j
achils in

Uganda and

discuss
1

I
1
I
1

Explain the

different

courts and

procedures for

the

enforcement

/protection of

hildren's

rights (PSWO,

ecretary for



1 day
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1/2 day" "' '

The woman in

Uganda
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Introduction

to Gender

1.To enhance

the

participant's

understanding

of the

situation

under which

women in

Uganda live

2.To create

understanding

and

appreciation;

of the laws 1
relating to

women

-3. To~.create__ .

awareness of

the structures

and procedures

for the i|"
protection of

women's rights

■$

1.To enhance

the

participants

understanding

of the concept

of gender

2.To create

appreciation

of the roles

of culture and

socialisation

in defining

children etc■

Develop and :

discuss the '

profile

i

Explain the ;

laws relating

to marriage, '..

divorce, ;.

inheritance, [

property ■,

rights j;

.Describe., and.

explain the

courts/' " " .

institutions

and procedures

for the ;

protection and

enforcement of

the rights of

women

{Magistrates

Courts, LCs,

Administrator

General

Office, The

Family and

Children Court

Definition of

gender

Explain the

division of

labour between

men and

women{Roles of

women and
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■Violence .-. -

Against Women

(VAW) ,. .. ■..

'v .

■■*\

f

the status of--

women and men -

in society

3. To enhance

the

participants

skills in

handling

gender issues

(domestic

violence,

property

grabbing)

1.To enhance

the

participants

understanding

of the ..

different

forms of;-

violence .

2.To develop

skills in

identifying

and handling

victims of

different

forms-of.

violence

3. To create

appreciation

of the laws

relating to

the different

forms of VAW

4.To enhance

roles of men)

Consequences

of the

division of

labour i.e.

how it affects

women's

opportunities

and status

Discuss

reasons why

women who are

battered by

their husbands

do not leave

Discuss the

different

forms of

violence

Develop a

profile and

explain the

characteristic

s of victims

Discuss the

socio-cultural

context and

explanations

of the abuse.

Introduce and

explain the

laws relating

to rape,

defilement,

indecent

assault and

assault

Discuss the
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Handling..;andj ,

investigating •■

-crimes 'against

. children.;,;.
'■- — -----'■-■■■- - -

- .. „,

- - ■

■--.%■' ■
\

\

the

participant's

understanding

of the needs

of the victims

of VAW

(medical,

legal, and

psychological

needs)

..-..:: -: ;. - --■

-1.Create _;■ :

' awareness":' ;:

among the '■ ,

participants ;;

of the need

for special

skills in

investigations

and handling

crimes against

women and

children ;.'
'-■

\

2. Enhance the

participants

skills in

interviewing

and

investigating

3.Enhance

participants

various needs

of victims of '

violence..:

medical

treatment,

legal advise,

counselling,

identify

available

services in

the-district

Discus's"-'the - .

factors which !■

show that

crimes j-
against women/

and children .;

are a special :

category (e.g.'

suspects are .

usually close

to the

victims, there

are no

witnesses,

societal

attitudes to '

some of the

crimes

Review the

police

procedure for

communicating

and recording

statements

from the

victim, the

suspect, and

the witnesses

Explain and

discuss the

techniques of

handling a

scene of

exhibits

Review the ■

different
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3 hours.
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Introduction

to counselling

skill's1 '-r'- ■ ■'■

c.. : ..' "' / .T" " C

- ' - -

\V

\

understanding ..„

of the roles

of different

professionals

in

investigation

of crimes

against women

and children

1 .'Enhance the

participants--

understanding

' of the 'concept

■ and relevance

of counselling

to

investigations

and handling

of crimes

against women

and children

2.Equip

participants

with skills

for ,t\
counselling

the victim,

members of the

family,

witnesses and

suspects

3.Create

awareness on

the

conflicting

interests and

demands on the

police-

officers

during the

process of

counselling

_categqries_of

people/

professionals

who should be

involved in

investigations

of crime.

Discuss their

respective

roles.

"Explain" the""

concept-of . :

counselling

and clarify

the relevance

in

interviewing

victims,

witnesses and

suspects

Review and

explain

effective

counselling

skills :

qualities of a

good

counsellor, a

good

counselling

environment,

the process of

effective

counselling

Discuss ways

in which to

counsel a

suspect /

witness.and

obtain a

statement

without

rendering it

inadmissible

in court.
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2 1/2 days

■ ■ ' _■-"_' -i.
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1

Introduction ------

to skills in

Adult Training -

.-;. -.. ." L. v ■ :-~

.:•-> f,r.- .--_

■ :\-: . -.. '-'.- . .;.■" r;

v"" - . . .. -~j. , ;.">;.

■ ".:,. . - -.■ :-: ..-.":_ .:.

-.'-.. ~-"_.'. Z-. ~ .. . .' '. .■ .'

'■-■ ~- - . ■".. ...... ':. '■...'

\F

- • -

- . - . ' ■ ■■

^L , ^ ~" '" '

~--\j y - -■ " ■■ ■ •

" - "' ■.'.- .T ;. "

.." .: - : . ■

-l-Torequip the

participants

. with:.skills :in..

adult-training

-; - - • -"!. - • •

■- .'■""" .' .:-:::.
\ z ....-.:-. r t

-2 .To provide^. ^

opportunity-:.'..' -

"for---- -.' ■-.'"■". ."

- participants:.-1-.".
v-1 o^ deve1op ■ ■■::. sir.

skills'cin .■ re

designing

training :..; ~^er..

programmes., sbz;

■ -"- . — ^ ♦* '

""; - - ' '. *""' . ^ " ^ '

3 . To create'; -air."

appreciation .-.

of the "■"*•
importance of

effective- - '. "

management -of ~

training "• : " ■

■'.. ' "" 'r~ - ".

■ - " -. Z. Z " -.

Introduce.-!, and;

discuss the

.concept; .and._~T'

.the; -different-

types, of

training

.Explain-::^ r.-.cc

■principlesj.-of-

-.adul-tc^learning

Introduce rand"-

.explaimtthejo.
concepts rand-r

prqces'Sj.-pf: ~±

• designi'ng^a^rD
.trainings'-1:- tzi
programme

,:(e-,g.-;..needs,. .-

assessment-,-,:.:..

■identification

of

participants,;_?

-.setting-;"
.objectives etc

■Identify and-

-discuss.the

different - -."

tasks and

stages ;-. .-

involved when

preparing to

trains :

Give--~- -

participants

tasks,to

design ..:-.;. . .-

training..

programmes and

sessions for

use- in their

own training

The district workshops were scheduled for 10 nights of residence,

8 days of work and 1 day of rest.
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EXERCISE ' -" ■ PRACTICAL TRAINING" SESSION ~~~r:~~" '" '.

The participants continued to-work in their - training teams. Each

team was given the following tasks;

to select a topic of their choice and

to prepare a design for the session. The team had to

identify the problem to -be addressed, the training objective, the

content, and_ the methodology to be used including the training

materials, and the learning points. Each team was given 2 hours

to prepare-the session.

Team 1 :;' Zak Opira; Jane Achurubwe, Rose Ayoo, Vincy Achirokop
(Counsellxng'/skills) .: '-■"■"-'■ .'

Group 2 rAbby Ngako, Stella''Alonyo and Esther Nakayiza (skills

in handling'crimes" against, women and children)

Groupr 3 r'f'::Sam Odeke, ■ Margaret-Mukajubiri, Betty Mbulantwe ■■•

Feedback (children's fights)'" "

The'teams implemented their training sessions. The following

comments were" made by both the facilitators and fellow

participant's: -

Good points

The'teams showed.good delivery skills,;! The trainers were

■confident, clearoand audible.

-'■■ ■ The trainers handled the topic logically and tried to vary

the methodology. ■■x>1 ":\\.
In general the sessions were well presented.

Weak points

there was some evidence of inadequate organization of work

such that some elements of the topic were repeated

the presentation is largely non-participatory such that the

trainer ended up giving a lecture.

there were a few spelling errors
■ In one group, the trainer lacks for teamwork

failed to relate the presentation to their role as the

police; such"counseling skills are vital in investigating and

obtaining information from the suspects and the victims

■the objectives of the session were not outlined for the

participants

There was need for evaluation at the end of the session
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f- ~~ .£.'- -. \- •

Thursday, 21st January 1999

EVALUATION AND MONITORING"^ ■ " ■. . ,.";; '_ "-. ['_ - A"/"-' " ~ '

Participants were asked to. reflect, on the, most important-,thing
they, had-learnt since7"the..-beginning ■■of.the workshop,;.-the.most _-_

exciting thing and" the", weakest partedf .the. programme .^^^_^_ .

EXERCISE ' " ". "

Participants were"'given" three cards of different' colours^(pink,...
yellow, Blue) on which-they 'were, to -write, their =.answersr,using a
marker. The cards were"thereafter collected'by "the facilitator
anonymously and placed on the board right below ■a-,card;__showxng

the three bhdi ^r£ ?£"h' ^

MOST IMPORTANT THING LEARNT

Participants;; identified: as--the

-*Teamrwork-.-.:r ""> ^-^--7 A^^fr r-r-/--r

designing;:;pogrv^ ^. .: ; _

The'~ai)pye;£.werer;class'ified-asfAcquire'd.^skills.:-. .

Participants"'discussed'^the rest" of" the' answers,"which they. di4_
not find straightforward. Other things identified included :

*Knowledge

This was interpreted to mean acquisition of knowledge, in general.

* Profile of victims and suspects. "" —-; " - . ,

Participants classified this under acquisition of knowledge.
*Children's rights, women rights and constitutional law.;, ,, ,.
This was also classified--as-_knowledge acquired. , ..-v ::.=-■-..,.-.,..;_-.

*skills knowledge attitude * ':;■■■. .'•■■■■
This was classified as change of attitude. .... ._ .■:..:.;...;, ...

Facilitator's Input ■- '

In evaluating the overall e of training, generally training

skills were effectively learnt/acquired as represented by 60% of
the participants, 39% acquired knowledge and lastly change of

attitude was rated at 1% . _■ " " "-

WEAX POINTS

participants identified the following:

*Time pressure

..... -.. . . -£.;'■■ -



♦Time to review handouts.

♦Timing ' .-■■_'• -.,?■-£;--*- -:. " .-■ .; /■- --"■

* Duration to a particular session

*I did not realise any other weak point apart from then time.
♦Group work-would only understand the issues towards the vend of
the timing.

* Methods of"training participants by Trainers- this was

clarified' to'mean"that-"there^was "inadequate- time for some.of the
participants "to understand the different" methods used: ;. ..
The above were classified under inadequate time.

* designing plan- was explained to mean that skills were not
acquired. '.''-' rr.:-:-'; L- ; ...-■. .■■•■■.--. ■•■■••■? --. ;■ - ■ ■--;.

This : was-classified- under skills .not acquired. .;- ... .•-■—:_"'

*T Multiple' questions:' .■ ■ v ■ -. ■ : . ■ .... ■;- :..- . .- .-.-- •.-- ~ ■

This was classified as a weakness in training methods. .-=■-:r7

Facilitator's input \" ....'.? ~. z*:::r:~: '. ^7"'.: ■:.--:::' -: ■

Weakest-'point-was the" timing;--It shows we :tried..^to do every ■ --.-:-

thing, this is a weakness in designing the training programme.--It

is a lesson the participants, should emulate .-..However the, fears-of

the participants were put to rest when they were^assured that - ,

their programme at district level would bejimore-. accommodative.,-1

person thought skills^ were not acquired...! person thought that

there is a weakness irjv.the training methods. Training was rated
d^' "' " ■-■■'■-.- :&= - ■--. - - .. ■•-'.- ■ -

EXCITING %

* Discussions^ on Gender • ..-..-
*Participatory

visualization cards - ■ ■ - - . -

*Role-play ;;-.._■-... ' ..: .

♦Systematic way of-handling the training ■ . ., ■,■_"■ ■ -. ■_ - _
♦Punctuality

♦team work ■ -- - -. -

♦Counselling suspect - _.'--....

♦Trainers of trainees perfect

♦law relating to women and children ■ . -

Trainers rated the participants as:

♦having ability to do the work

♦ease with which they rated to each other and with the trainers
♦cooperation

♦Comfortable group relations.
♦Discipline

♦commitment

♦Group exercises after session
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Participants wanted to know whether they could have access to the
workshop report because they felt they lacked-the- skills-in,^^
report writing. They were informed that there' was no time to gc^
through the details of this. They were however informed that this
report should have details of,.each day's work, the timetable, _

participants slist; etc.:;-:;::.::;s;;: ;■ $:.- z. . . . " ?: . .

e:u br.s 130:1

__



Tuesday, 12 "January 1999

8:

8:

9:

10

10

11

12

2:

3:

4:

6:

00

15

30

:00

:20

:15

:45

00

30

00

00

Review of the previous day ; .

Introduction to the constitution of Uganda and the human

rights of women and children

Introduction to gender

BREAK

Introduction to gender (cont.)

Introduction to gender analysis and gender issues

LUNCH

Gender analysis (cont.)

BREAK

Gender and the Law

End of session

Wednesday, 13 January 1999

8:00 Review of previous day

8:15 The profile of a woman in Uganda-

10:00 BREAK .. ji
10:20 The woman inyUganda (cont.)

12:20 The- law relating to women's rights
1:00 Lunch .. '■- \;

2:15 Women's rights (cont.)

4:00 BREAK §
4:30 The profile'-of a child in Uganda'

6:00 End of session

Thursday, 14 January 1999

8:00 Review of previous day

8:30 Group reports on the profile of the child in Uganda

9:15 Laws relating to children to children's rights

10:00 BREAK

10:20 Laws relating to children's rights

11:30 Support and enforcement of children's rights

12:45 LUNCH

2:00 Roles and responsibilities of children and children

charged with offences

3:00 Profile of victims of violence
4:00 BREAK

4:30 Skills in handling and investigating crimes of violence

against women and children

6 :00 End of session
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Friday, 15 January 1999

8:00 Review of the previous day
8:15 Skills in handling and investigating crimes of violence

(cont.)

9.15 Develop checklist for counter and investigating officers

(group work)

10:00 BREAK

10:2'0 Group reports and discussions

11.20 Introduction to counselling

12.45 Lunch
2.00 Counselling survivors of gender specific violence

4.00 BREAK "

4.3 0 . Counselling the family

6.00 End of session

Saturday, 16th January

8.00 Counselling the suspect and wrap up

9.30. Review of the week

10.15 BREAK

10.35. Introduction to training

12.45. LUNCH ^ , \
2.00 Introduction vcontd. V
3.00 Designing the&training programme
4.00 BREAK '- - U :;-v. '
6.00 END

Tuesday, 19th January 1999

8 .15 Review of the programme

Managing the training function

Group work; training needs

Designing the training programme

10.00 BREAK

10.20. Contd.

11.00 Designing the District TOT

12.45. Lunch

2.00 Designing the District TOT contd

4.00 BREAK

4.20 contd.

6.00 END

Wednesday, 20th January

8.15 Reports and discussion

10.00 BREAK

10.20 Practical training sessions





SPEECH (M THE DAY OF INAUGURATION OF THE TECHNICAL

ADVISORY COWgTTEE OH THE PROJECT FOR CAPACITY

BUILDDK OF POLICE FAMILY PROTECTION DHTT

BY: MR. JULIUS P.O. ODWE, SACP/OPS

The Jisti.ifeuish invited persons, ladiea and gentlemen here present, it is

with great honour for me to be invited to attend this function, where I

am standing for the Ag. Inspector General of Police, MR. JOHN KISEMBO.

As you may have been aware, Uganda Police has freshly undergone changes

in the Force leadership where now in leadership is MR. JOHN KISEMBO. He

is so busy doing duties of more than one office and therefore could not

be here personally to preside over this most important function.

The Police Force is performing its functions under STRATEGIC POLICING

GUIDELINES known CORPORATE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN on the one hand

and ANNUAL POLICING PLAN on the other hand. The Corporate Strategy is a

five year action plan that spelt out both long and short term goals and

objectives to be achieved under the STRATEGIC STATEMENT that states:

"Uganda Police shall manage a force that is enlightened

and motivated for efficient service that is accountable

to the People of Uganda"
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Guided by this mission statement, it is no surprise that we are here

today for this function which is in the interest of the Police Family

Protection Unit (FPU).

As you have been informed, this Unit was created by the Uganda Police in

1995 as a Section to address a number of family problems, domestic

crimes/violence and gender development geuerally within the core and

support functions of the Police.

This was an act of Mordenising and diversifying the Colonial set-up of

Force Management Structures ao that we should be in line with the Forces

of revolution anddevelopmnet of our communities.

Uganda Police Crime Research Bureau and Crime Pattern analysis (between

1991 and 1995) had over the years of study revealed quite

significant elements of criminality growing within our society.

The pattern so analysed indicated of 264Z increase of women involvement

in various crimes and so are the children who were either victims or

victimises. The most significant crimes by or against the women and

children were characterised by:-

n



Rape

* Defilement

Assaults (most of which are grevious)

Murder

Drug abuse, and

New developments in Robbery, Burglary and false pretences etc.

As you may recall, our communities used not to experience some of these

crimes amongst women and children because of the nature of our cultures.

The 1998/99 Uganda Police Annual Policing Plan, has among other functions

put in place the objectives to cover Family Protection Unit (FPU), one of

which is:-

"Promoting activities to divert juveniles from a crime

prone environment"

This objective recognises that some young people are responsible for a

disproportionate amount of crime and that they are particularly

vulnerable as victims of criminal activity and abuse. We will, in this

direction have to co-operate with parents, families, schools, local

communities and other agencies, working together to resolve the problem

of juvenile and gender or family related offences in order to promote the

concept of co-active citizenship.
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Even under the Police long term plan (CORPORATE STRATEGY) very relevant

objectives have been put in place such as "to help communities fight

crime" with one of its strategies outlined as

Promoting multi-agency partnership to improve community

safty".

Going by this approach, the Uganda Police observed that Community Safety

is a mutual concern, requiring partnership action between Police, local

authorities, agencies and the public.

Thus, there is need to set up joint objectives, strategies and action

plans which should be achieved through the establishment of formal

meetings where priorities can be identified and resources shared for

better performances and results.

I am very glad to be invited here and I am most delighted to learn that

UNICEF and all of you in various capacities are concerned with the plight

of Uganda Police Core and Support functions and have come up with very

tangible moral and physical contributions.
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It has been reported that UNICEL etudied the Police Project Proposal and

accepted to fund it, covering many activities as already scheduled I

wish on this mote to thank UNICEF most sincerely. This is a great step

to push forward the part played by the British Council which earlier
funded the institutionalization of FPU.

I think all what I have said give a picture about the mission and stages

of the Police in managing its obligations to the community and
particularly the matters of FPU.

I have seen a work plan to implement this project. It requires the

establishment and inauguration of the TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE By

reading through the Members listed, I do appreciate the combination:-

1 • Dr: HILDA TADIRA - Economic Commission for Africa
2. Dr. MARIA BUWUBYA - UNICEF

3. Ms DAMALI LWANGA - Judiciary

4. PALM FISHFJ?
Ministry of Education INSSTED

5. JANE EKAPU . Mlnistry Qf

6. WINNYAGABO . _ FIDA Uganda

7. Dr. MARGRET MUNGEHEREERA - Hope after Rape
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You have a big responsibility, a responsibility to guide the translation

of the project plans into reality.

There are many obstacles that shall be met but since you are persons of

different proven capacities, the results will be out. My only wisdom is

to advise you to utilize the combination of 7Cs (seven Cs).

Consultation;

Co-ordination;

Co-operation;

Communication and

Correct collective compliance

At this juncture I wish then to take this opportunity to declare you

mumbers of the TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEand forthwith hereby

inaCftutated.

JULIUS P.O. ODWE

SACP/OPS

8th Januani.1999.
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Opening remarks

CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM WITHIN THE UGANDA

POLICE FORCE FOR PROTECTION OF WOMEN'S

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS.

Almost a year ago, the United Nations economic Commission

received a request from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for

technical advisory services, to be provided to several institutions in

Uganda. One of the requesting institutions was the Uganda Police

Force, which sent a draft proposal, written by Hellen Alyek, the

Assistant Superintendent of Police and officer in charge of the

Family Protection Unit. The draft proposal was on capacity

building requirements for the Uganda Police Force for the

Protection of Women's and Children's rights.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

For us at ECA, this was a very unique request. It was unique first,

because it acknowledged the role of the police in protecting

women and children.

As you know, ladies and gentlemen, almost every where in the

world, the police try TwUQJnteKfezgjn the violations against

women and children. Especially when these violations take place

within what is seen as domestic and therefore private environment.

Secondly, the request was unique because it acknowledged that the

traditional approach of the police, which tries to deal with abuse

of women's and children's rights, after they have been committed,

is not effective and needs to be revised.
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Thirdly, what impressed us was that the proposal recognized that if

the police was to make a difference, the strategy is to ensure that

the police force, at headquarters, at district levels, police women

andpolice men need to acquire the appropriate knowledge and

skills for protecting the rights of women and children.

Ladies and Gentlemen, this is a strategy that the ECA and the

African Center for Women in Particular identifies with.



As the main focal point for ensuring the advancement of women

within African member states, the center promotes incorporation of

gender concerns in national policies. The center does this by

providing technical and policy advisory support in formulating

gender sensitive programs, developing gender training modules

and through building strategic alliances with national stakeholders

as well as change agents.

It is our sincere belief that protection of women's and children's

rights cannot be left only to afew interestedpolice women, or

some senior officials. It is a task in which all levels of police

women and men must be involved. Given our mandate and

approach I have described above, the African Center for Women

will continue to work with the Uganda Police, through the family

protection unit, to ensure that your objectives are achieved.

It is because ACW identifies with the strategy of the Uganda

Police Force that we took up the challenge to provide the technical

assistance that was requested for.

In my view the launching of this program is a result of true

partnership between ECA, and the Uganda police force both of

which worked together to design the program. ECA provided

assistance through its regional advisory services by providing the

services of the regional advisor on economic empowerment. It

also provided specialist consultants from the Associates for

Change and FIDA who participated in designing the Program and

will lead the training of trainers' program.

UNICEF deserves special mention because they recognized a good

program when theyfirst received the proposal. They made the

commitment to provide thefirstfunding, and have lived up to it.. It

is this partnership that has made it possible for us to be standing

here today to launch a truly worthwhile program.



UNDP provided, (and continues to provide) logistical support to

the ECA team during the process of program design. On behalf of

the executive Secretary, and on my own behalf, please allow me to

thank you.

What is ECA 's expectation ofthe program?

We know that there are many efforts in Uganda to the status of

women and children. I cannot therefore say that our intervention

will be solely responsible for changing their status. But we hope

that the intervention of ECA will contribute towards establishing a

consistent and effective approach, within the Uganda Police Force,

to the protection of women's and children's rights. We expect that

the practices of the policemen and women in Uganda will be based

more and more, on the awareness of, and sensitivity to the gender

issues underlying the abuse ofwomen's and children 's rights in

Uganda.

In particular, ladies and gentlemen, we look forward to:

Enhanced technical and coordination capacity of a National Family

Protection Unit, and

Improved skills and services for the protection of women and

children at the community level, especially within the police force,

Finally allow me to say that this project has been a major eye

opener and a learning experience for us at ECA. We plan to

replicate this approach in other member states. But, I assure you

that we will notforget that Uganda, a country of many firsts, was

our tutor.

1 wish all our participants, the trainers, and especially the Family

Protection Unit and the Uganda Police Force a happy new year and

good learning. Thankyou ladies and gentlemen.



REMARKS ON OPENING OF THE NATIONAL TRAINERS OF

TRAINERS COURSE TOWARDS CAPACITY BUILDING

PROJECT UNDER FAMILY PROTECTION UNIT (FPU)

OF THE UGANDA POLICE FORCE (UPF)

PLACE - HOTEL TRIANGLE IN JINJA

DATE - 11TH JANUARY, 1999

BY - MR. JULIUS P.O. ODWE

The distinguised invited guests, members of the Technical Advisory

Committee, members of the Press, Selected TRainers, ladies and gentlemen,

I am here today to witness and set 6ff yet another activity in line with

the UPF CO-OPERATE TRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN contained in its 1998/99

ANNUAL POLICING PLAN.

Just last Friday, while in Kampala we inaugurated and set into action the

members of the TECHINCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE who are by themselves very

technically professional. They are to provide advise on how to implement

this project. We in the UPF are very happy with the whole arrangement

under this project.

There is, and ever continue to exist a wide range of information nnd

publicity that implicate and turnish the image of UPF. I would like to

inform you that the UPF is an organisation that is cosmopolitantly on the

ground trying all its best to perform and achieve the results expected by

the community, but because a few of their faulty fronts as it is possible

in any labour intensive or public oriented Policing, the bad news travels

widely and more speedly than the good ones.



Unbelievably there is as of now increased state of good performances

currently against a wide range of obstacles here outlined:-

Deminishing strength of the Force

Limited logistical support

Increased dimension of work-load

Low public support to the Police

The community and other agencies are doing too much talking and analysis

of the Police weaknesses and problems without any tangible moral or

material action to reverse the trend. When a corrupt Police officer is

causing agony among the community of the station where he works, those in

his home village are seriouly celebrating in the name of our man for

development since this officer's arrival is full of solutions to all

problems as he or she says such as:-

Beers - no problem

Eats and bites - no problem

Contribution to church - no problem

Constribution to relatives - no problem

Organizing a wedding - no problem

Or sponsoring of any event - problem.
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Why should there be no problem at the end when there is a problem at the

source. The Community should try to reconciliatP the ends with the means

so that Police officers are not only result oriented at home but also in

their offices.

You have heard about the moral and material actions of UNICEF, ECONOMIC

COMMISSION OF AFRICA (ECA) , and that of the BRITISH COUNCIL and a few

others. This is the kind of talking terms and conditions that would

reconciliate results at both the ends and sources. For Police to

increase broad improvements and produce the expected results a lot of

core and support contributions are needed.

The key matter here today is Training. Its objective is basically to

increase the level of skills and abilities of the members of UPF and the

general public so that they can build capacity that is enough to meet the

challenges, of enforcing and sustaining HUMAN RIGHTS amongsth our people,

particularly that of Women and Children.

The course details eveal a well selected topics which I believe have been

the most contraversal during the undertaking of many Police activities.

There are also indicated the resource persons. The calibre of these

officers shall make significant input. They should broaden the capacity

of those selected for this Training by enabling them to understand

particularly the problems, causes and suitable solutinons in strategy to

eliminate the HUMAN WRONGS that have been so DIABOLIC and TRAMATISED the

Women and Children flock for centuries.



Last Friday UNICEF informed us that in one of their researches conducted

some time ago on children indicated the categories of victims and also

identified the victimisers as mainly teachers, family members,

relatives, neighbours and even some religious officials. In many of

these cases the problem have been outlined as:-

Many cases donrt reach court/authority

Victims have no capacity to be heard

Victims leave under very poor conditions

There is no difference from the analysis made by Police on children in

1995. The report covered two aspects of the children involvement in

crime or Human Rights matters:-

Cases-where juveniles are victims

Cases where juveniles are victimisers

Under cases of victims, females are more vulnerable than males as it

indicated out of 1612, 79.2% were females while 20.7% were males, of

which the ratio between the male and female victims under the age of 8

years is 1:6 while at adolescence is 1:4 only. We also analysed the

pattern of those who victimised these children and found that 30.5% of

them were felow children and 69.5% were adults. Of the 30.5% juveniles

victimisers, 23.3% were male juvelines while 7.3% were female juveniles.
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However, among Che 69.5% adult victimisers, 65.6% were male adults while

on 3.7% were female adults. In total 88.9% were males who were accused

at Police for victimising children. In this case there is very high

opportunity for an adult man to commit an abuse on a child.

When we look at the National Population Statistics, the details show that

the population is interesting:- ,

Children (males and females) - 58.30%

That of women adults are only - 21.68%

That male adults are - 20.02%

When we look at the National crime pattern for all, you can see that male

adults are the most dangerous because they represent very large

populations the criminal activities yet they are so few:-

Women adults were responsible for 5.7%

Children (males/females) were responsible for 4.8%

and male adults committed 89.5% of all crimes

The District of problems were identified as below:-

Districts where children victims had significant figures:-
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1. -

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rakai in

Rukungiri

Gulu

Tororo

Bushenyi

the lead

follows

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Mpigi

Kampala

Kable

Kabarole

Masaka

These Districts were a problem too:-

1.

2.

3.

Lira

Iganga

Kamuli

4. Mbale

5. Mbarara

6. Luwero

The following Districts had significant cases where children

committed crimes:-

1. Kampala (particularly in CPS, Katwe and Jinja Road

2. Mukbno

3. Mbale

4. Jinja i

5. Tororo

6. Kasese, and

7. Kabarole

Many studies have since been carried out and many National and International

informations are there. We should use these information reources to guide

us. I was reading a booklet entitled "INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN RIGHTS"

where there was a statement by MR. FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT, the

President of USA in 1941, stated that:-

n
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'There is nothing mysterious about a healthy

and strong foundation of human rights other than:-

1. Equality of opportunity for youth and others

2. Jobs for those who can work

3. Security for those who need it

4. Ending Special prevelages for the few

5. Preservation of civil liberties for all

6. Enjoyment of the fruits of scientific progress in a wider

and constantlyrising standard of living.

"He then concluded that these are the simple and basic things that we

must never loose sight of in the turmoil or in believable complexity of

our modern world",

A VIEW FROM THE 29TH FLOOR is an overview by one AWAKE Magazine of 22nd

November, 1998, which was trying to say that the office of the High

Commissioner for Human Rights is on the 29th floor of the New York based

UN offices. It put five questions to the High Commissioner. The

questions covered the need to know:-

Progress in promoting human rights

The challenges

What is being seen ahead

and the promise .
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The replies were made indicating that more people are now taking part in

matters of human rights, though Government's view human rights issues

politically instead of humaniterianly. The fear of globalisation of

economy in the lands of cheap labour would introduce some contradictions

since multilateral trade agencies may shift powers from Government to

global economic forces who" can dictate difficult terms. However, MARY

ROBINSON conlucded that the challenge needs:-

A change of mentality

Education may change the tninds and hearts of the people, and

The world should adopt the Human Rights culture as its ideology

in the years to come.

This course should be able to completely define and simplify the most

valuable elements of Huyman Rights, and particularly of the women and
children.

THE UNITED NATIONS defines Human Rights as "those rights which arP

inherent in our nature and without which we cannot live as human beings".

Human Rights have also been described as .the "common language of

humanity".

and fittingly so. Just as the ability to learn to speak a language is an

inborn quality that makes us human, these are other inborn needs and

qualities that set us apart from the other creatures on earth. For

instance humans have a need for knowledge, freedom of belief and justice

or to be head, etc. A human who is deprived of filling these basic needs

is forced to live a sub-human axistance. One Human Rights lawyer stated

that we use the tern Human Rights instead of human needs because the work

needs is not as strong as the word right. This word right is both
morally and legally human.
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One can also say Chat the history of women and children rights has been a

slow, painful, even bloody, discovery which can only be resolved by a

growing capacity of awareness. This should be by a competent struggle to

make people, and peoples deal with one another not on the basis of force,

but of right, not of might is right but right is might.

The way to go is still steep and stony and long, perhaps it will never

end. You have the course syllabus which provides a lot o£ valuable

topics. The resource persons should exhaust and simplify them such as:

Human Rights - let the wrongs be known too

Eqauality - identify the inequality

Non Discrimination - state examples of discrimination

Rights of women/children - list of others such as animal rights

too'

Roles and responsibilities of children - state roles and reponsibilities

of others for the children

Counselling skilss - should also address counselling of men and

relatives

Managing the Training functions - explore the needs assessment

Uganda Police is ready and devoted to improve on its means of Policing.

We need a lot of support from the public and agencies. Some of these

could be so cheap to contribute - such as a word of thanks only for the

little that has been done, or a big material one like that of the UNICEF.

He also need counselling because some of the innocent along side the

wrong doors have been trumatised by the many critisisms ever being made.

I wish to once more on behalf of the Uganda Police thank you all for

taking off your time and come to join UPF in Policing.

Thank you and I declare the course opened.

JULIUS P.O. ODWE

SACP/OPS



POLICE HEADQUARTERS.

TELGRAMS:"GENPOL." MT W ^\ p 0. BOX 7055.
TELEPHONE: 254033. IgJ // R\ „„-.,.
FAX: 1041) 255630. IW fi^ Rl KAMPALA
UGANDA

IN ANY CORRESPONDENCE ON
THIS SUBJECT PLEASE QUOTE NO X.i.1.2

4th January, 1999

Dear

RE- TNVTTATION TO ATTEND ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETIHG AND
TROGURATION OF UGANDA CHILD CARE AND POLICE FAMILY

PROTECTION UNIT

Uganda Police Family Protection Unit has come-up with a strategy

of putting up Advisory Committee of 8 members from different

Organisation to advise Police Family Protection Unit in their activities.

Police Family Protection Unit has Task in handling all gender related

Crimes/Violence against children and women in Society.

The meeting will take place on the 8th January,1999 at 10.30 a.m at

Chinese Restaurant Subway, situated near Radio Uganda round about Subway

AGENDA

1. Communication from the Chair

2. Activity by Police Child care and Family Protection Unit

3. Speech by UNICEF representative

4. Speech by ECA representative

5. Inoguration speech by Inspector General of Police's representative

6. Matters Arising

7. A.O.B.

You are hereby invited to attend the meeting. Your contribution towards

the Role of Police child care and Family Protection Unit may help to

stengthen Police activities. Transport money of 4,000/= plus Performance

Related Payment (PRP) of 20,000/= will be provided.

I look forward to seing you.



Minutes of Advisory Committee Meeting and Inauguration of Uganda Child Care and Police

Family Protection Unit held on 8th January 1999 at 10.30am at the Chinese Restaurant Subway near

Radio Uganda roundabout subway.

Present were:

Chair MrBobNgobi ACP/CA.UP

Guest ofHonour Mr Julius P 0 Odwe SACP /OPS, UP

Members Ms Hellen Alyek ASP, UP

Ms Winifred Agabo Programme Officer, FIDA

Dr Maria Bawubya Programme Officer, UNICEF

Ms Florence Butegwa Consultant, Associates for Change

(Secretary) Ms Pamela Fisher English Adviser / Gender Focus, INSSTEP, MoES

Ms Damalie Lwanga Ministry ofJustice

Dr Margaret Mungherera Hope After Rape

Dr HildaM Tadria Regional Adviser, ECA

Apologies for absence:

Ms Jane Ekapu MGLSD

In his capacity as Assistant Commissioner, Community Affairs, Mr Bob Ngobi ACP/CA, UP, assumed

the Chair. Introductions were made. The agenda was agreed upon and addressed in order:

AGENDA:

Item 1 Communication from the Chair

Item 2 Activity by Police Child Care and Family Protection Unit

Item 3 Speech by UNICEF representative

Item 4 Speech by ECA representative

Item 5 Inauguration speech by Inspector General ofPolice's representative

Item 6 Matters arising

Item 7 AO.B.

Minute 1: Communication from the Chair

1.1 The Chair opened by explaining the emergence ofthe Police Family Protection Unit in its role for

the protection ofwomen and children's rights, necessitating capacity-building within the force through

the present training of trainers (ToTs) programme. The Uganda Police finds itself at the forefront of

Human Rights, here with particular relevance to gender-related crimes. He gratefully acknowledged

the funding from UNICEF and ECA.

1.2 He outlined the ToT programme with the aim of developing capacity at national and district level

through improving the professional skills ofUP officers to enable them to

• raise the awareness of the general public, especially civic leaders, teachers and district

personnel, about their rights

• address gender-related criminal activities (including sex offences, domestic violence, abuse of

women's and children's rights) by producing officers who are more skilled in handling these

offences

• encourage the empowerment ofwomen and children

• promote a good secure social environment for women and children.

The programme is to be phased, this present Phase I being already under way, and the 5 districtrfor

its implementation already selected.



1.3 He welcomed the dedicated Advisory Committee in their role of advising, monitoring and

supporting the implementation of this newry-inaugurated Unit.

Minute 2: Activity by Police Child Care and Family Protection Unit

2.1 Ms Hellen Alyek, ASP, UP, welcomed the Advisory Committee members selected from a wide

field ECA, FIDA, Hope After Rape, MoES, MoGLSD, MoJustice. She briefed the meeting on further

details of the Family Protection Unit that came into being in 1995 to deal with all gender-related

incidents (rape, defilement, assault, murder, drug abuse, new developments in robbery, burglary and

false pretence; and especially violence against women and children).

2.2 She acknowledged the support ofthe British DFE) (Department for International Development)

which had originally supported the training of the Family Protection Unit staff, and anticipated the

cooperation ofECA and UNICEF in the training of a national cadres of trainers.

2.3 She emphasised that the training will focus on

• using preventive measures

• implementing the Children's Statute

• educating the general public.

Minute 3: Speech by UNICEF representative

3.1 Dr Maria Bawubya, Programme Officer Child Care and Protection, represented UNICEF, and

acknowledged, the steps UP have made in promoting respect for human rights. She expressed

excitement at the present partnership with UP, in collaboration with ECA. She stressed the need to

integrate women into developmental planning, and to remove them from the periphery where they now

find themselves. She outlined the case for the protection of children, citing details of the violation of

children's rights with regard to:

• the incidence of sexual abuse and exploitation

• how the perpetrators of abuse are so frequently trusted protectors

• the low rate ofcases being brought to a successful conclusion and how few are even reported

• the number of children in conflict with the Law, making them vulnerable, when caught, to

further threats to their rights

• the high incidence ofphysical violence widely reported in the media, stemming from the desire

for discipline but which tends to degenerate into torture and even death. Physical violence has

also contributed indirectly to the increased number of street children.

She reiterated how UNICEF is excited to be involved in the concerted action by all key actors and

stated how she would expect it to be sustained through coordination and collaboration.

Minute 4: Speech by ECA representative

4.1 Dr Hilda M Tadria, Regional Adviser, ECA, evinced similar excitement and enthusiasm for the

burgeoning programme. She recalled its swift development from being a mere footnote on a

communication from the Ministry ofForeign Affairs, to the fully-fledged programme it had become.

In addition to supporting the pre-mentioned comments on women's and children's rights, she stressed

the importance of

• the process of guiding the development of such a programme

• the role ofECA in this programme.

4.2 From her position as chief adviser in ECA advocating the advancement of women in Africa, she

stated she was confident that the Family Protection Unit addressed essential issues, and that the

Advisory Committee with its present membership, would support this element of UP's work. She

stressed the importance of the process of partnership, essential at national level, in this technically-

sound programme. She expected the networking between ECA, UNICEF and Uganda Policejo

produce models that could be emulated and applied elsewhere. Finally, she reminded the Advisory



Committee of their essential supporting role in sharing brainstorming sessions with Hellen Alyek.

The Chair agreed on how valuable it was to be able to count on such friends to create improvements,

and expressed his appreciation for the funding.

Minute 5: Inauguration speech by the representative of the Inspector General of Police

5.1 Mr Julius P O Odwe, SACP/OPS, explained why he was standing in for the Ag. Inspector General

of Police, Mr John Kisembo. He quoted the strategic mission statement from Strategic Policing

Guidelines, incorporating the Corporate Strategy & Development Plan and the Annual Policing Plan:

Uganda Police shall manage a force that is enlightened and motivated for efficient service that is

accountable to the People of Uganda

and placed the formation ofthe FPU within this function. He reiterated the history of its creation, in line

with the forces of revolution and development of our communities.

5.2 He quoted results ofUP Crime Research Bureau & Crime Pattern Analysis ('91 - *95) indicating

a 264% increase of women's involvement in various crimes, which he also listed [as in Minute 2.1

above]. A similar increase affects children, either as victims or victimisers. He mentioned the districts

ofMukono and Rakai, where statistics point to a high rate of crime, also the urban district of Kampala.

5.3 In addition, he quoted a further objective of the 1998 / 99 UP Annual Policing Plan which concerns

the FPU directly:

... promoting activities to divert juveniles from a crime-prone environment.

As this group is particularly vulnerable, he anticipated cooperation with parents, families, schools, local

communities and other agencies, to help resolve juvenile-, gender- and family-related offences, and

divert adolescents from crime. Overall the aim is to promote the concept of co-active citizenship.

5.4 He went on to quote a further objective from the long-term plan, the Corporate Strategy, "to help

communities fight crime", with the strategy outlined as

promoting multi-agency partnership to improve community safety

and commented on how well the tangible, moral, and physical partnership being inaugurated fitted in
with this objective. In addition to the Family Protection Unit initiative, he mentioned the work ofthe

Crime Prevention Officers with this responsibility delegated in the districts.

5.5 He stressed the responsibility the Advisory Committee faced, recommending the mnemonic of the
seven Cs to guide them with their contribution: The 7Cs: Consultation; Co-ordination; Co-operation;

Communication; and Correct collective compliance. He then declared the Technical Advisory

Committee inaugurated.

At this point, all the assembled company posed together for a group photograph, and Mr Julius P 0

Odwe was called away to other duties.

Minute 6: Matters arising

6.1 The ToT (Training ofTrainers) programme, scheduled for 11 - 21 January 1999, to take place in

the Hotel Triangle, Jinja, was scrutinised by the members. Several clarifications were given, relating

to content, methodology, and the time-table. After discussion the following additions and/or changes

were decided upon:



i) p 18, "Profile ofvictims of violence & the socio-economic context" should be the first session on

15/1/99 at 8.45am.

ii) p 19, "Skills in handling and investigating crimes ofviolence against women & children" at 10.45am

was to include crime prevention tips, and would include a lawyer to facilitate in addition to the 2 named

presenters.

iii) The 3.45pm session, "Develop check-list to guide investigating officers" was also to include a

further element on crime prevention.

iv) TTie 8.45am session on 16/1/99 was to include a component on the rehabilitation of victims, and

required an extra facilitator from Hope After Rape.

v) p 20, the 10.45 session clearly included the rehabilitation of victims.

vi) In the 8.30am session on 18/1/99, preventative strategies were expected to be included during the

"Introduction to the concept oftraining & different methodologies".

6.2 Other points included:

i) The programme was not based on the delivery ofpapers, but on participatory approaches, including

group discussion, brain-storming, role-play, and energisers.

ii) Not all concerned members ofthe wider community were specifically mentioned, but clearly include

such people as probation officers.

iii) Under "counselling" on 16/1/99, the facilitator would expect details of organisation linkages to

feature.

iv) Life skills would be included within preventative strategies.

v) Constant and continuous cross-checking and coordinating between facilitators was seen to be of

prime importance.

vi) The product of the ToTs programme was seen to consist of 2 parts: a core package with content

material, and an additional guide-cum-toolkit to help them implement their own input. The core

package would likely be standardised, being compiled as a product of the ToT training. The training

manual, resulting from their own training at district level, would be participatory at every level (e.g.

working with teachers, religious bodies, etc.), and the implementation of that training manual at district

level would be modified to accommodate the specific needs of each district. The dynamic nature of the

supplementary training materials would allow for changes in society as and when they occurred.

vii) Training within the first 5 areas (Rukungiri, Kalangala, Lira, Mbale, and Kampala) could be termed

"piloting". Further training in the districts was expected to start in May 1999.

viii) Details concerning supervising, monitoring, and evaluating whether the training was fulfilling the

stated needs of the programme, were yet to be finalised. These would emerge, it was expected, from

participants' input in Jinja.

Minute 7: A.OJJ.

7.1 Travel arrangements and necessary input adjustments were finalised by the concerned parties.

7.2 As two Advisory Committee meeting s per annum are anticipated, the next meeting is due in June

1999, and will include feedback from the training.

There being no other business, the meeting ended at 13.50.

-



TRAINING PROGRAMME

DATE

1/1/ 99

12/1/99

TIME

9.00 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

11.00 a.m.

11.20 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

4.00 p.m.

4.15 p.m

8.30 a.m.

8.45 a.m.

10.00 a.m.

10.20 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

CONTENT

Official Opening

BREAK

Introductions

Expectations and

Programme review

LUNCH- BREAK

Introduction to

Human Rights

BREAK

Equality and Non-

discrimination

Review of the previous

day

Introduction to the

Constitution of

Uganda

And the rights of

Women and Children

BREAK

Introduction to

Gender

LUNCH - BREAK

Introduction to

Gender Analysis

TRAINER

H.ALYEK

F.BUTEGWA

F.BUTEGWA

M.N.SSEMAKULA

M.N.SSEMAKULA

F.BUTEGWA

FIDA(U)

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.

TADRIA .H.



13/1/99

14/1/99

8.30 a.m.

8.45 a.m.

10.00 a.m.

10.20 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

-8.30 a.m.

8.45 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

10.50 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

3.15 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

11.30 p.m.

Review of the previous

day.

Gender and the Law

BREAK

The Woman in

Uganda:

Profile and Socio-

economic context.

LUNCH BREAK

Law Relating to

Women's Rights

END

Review of the previous

day.

The Child in Uganda:

Profile and Socio-

economic Context.

BREAK

The Laws Relating to

Children's Rights

LUNCH - BREAK

(Continued)

Support and

enforcement of

Children's rights

BREAK

Roles and

Responsibilities of

Children

END

TADRIA .H.

F.BUTEGWA

F.BUTEGWA

i

F.BUTEGWA

FIDA (U)

F.BUTEGWA

FIDA (U)

FIDA (U)

FIDA (U)

FIDA (U)

- —



16/1/ 99

8.45 p.m.

10.30 a.m.

10.45 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

'3.45 p.m

5.30 p.m

8.30 a.m.

8.45 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

10.45 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

Profile of victims of

violence and the

Socio-Economic

Context.

BREAK

Skills in handling and

Investigating crimes of

violence Vs women

and children

LUNCH -BREAK

Continued with the

above

Develop check list to

guide investigating

officers

END

Review previous day

Introduction to

Counselling skills:

What/why

BREAK

Counselling survivors

of violence/abuse

against women and

children

LUNCH- BREAK

Counselling the

Family

F.BUTEGWA

ALYEK.H. AND

F.BUTEGWA

ATYEK.H.AND

F.BUTEGWA

ALYEK .H.AND

F.BUTEGWA

F.BUTEGWA

FIDA (U)

tf- (KfY FIDA (U)



18/1/99

19/1/99

20/1/99

3.30 p.m.

3.45 p.m.

4.45 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

8.30 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

10.45 a.m

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

3.45 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

8.30 a.m.

5.30 p.m.

8.30 a.m.

BREAK

Counselling the

suspect

Review of the Week

END

Introduction to the

concept of training

and different

methodologies

BREAK

Designing of a training

programme

LUNCH

Continue with the

above

BREAK

Continue

END

Review of previous day

Practical skills in

designing of a training

programme

END

Report on training

and discussion of

designs of a training

programme

FIDA (U)

F.Butegwa/H.Tadria and

Ministry of

Gender,Labour and

Social Development.

F.Butegwa/H.Tadria and

Ministry of

Gender,Labour and

Social Development.

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development

^^r^/TADRIA .H.

F.Butegwa

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.

TADR1A

F.Butegwa/Tadria &

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.



21/1/99

10.30 a.m.

12.45 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

3.45 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

8 30 a.m.

9.00 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

10.45 a.m.

11.45 a.m.

2.00 p.m.

4.00 p.m.

BREAK

LUNCH - BREAK

Effective training

skills

BREAK

Continued

END

Review of the previous

day

Managing the training

function

BREAK

Workplan & Follow-

up.

Preparation or closing

ceremony

Evaluation

Official Closing

Butegwa/Tadria &

Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development

FIDA (U)

F.BUTEGWA

Alyek/Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.

F.Butegwa/Alyek/Ministr

y of Gender, Labour and

Social Development

Alyek/Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development.

Alyek/Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development hnf^\

Alyek/Ministry of Gender,

Labour and Social

Development and

Training Team


